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Executive Summary
The purpose of this Master Plan is to provide direction for the long-term sustainable development and operation of
Parksville’s Community Park.
Developing the Master Plan consisted of a review of relevant City plans and policies, site visits, working sessions with
City staff, meetings with the Advisory Planning Commission (APC), presentations to Council and its Planning
Committee, and two Open Houses to solicit public input on proposed concepts for the Park.
The Community Park has evolved over its 40-year life span to accommodate a variety of users and facilities, but one
consequence has been the absence of a unifying theme to guide the presence and relationship of these uses. The
Park’s major asset is its waterfront setting - a valuable but limited resource. However, increasing pressure by current
uses and demands for additional activities are stretching the Park’s “carrying capacity”. In considering the future of
the Community Park, the City wishes to honor its long-standing uses while recognizing the significance of the
waterfront setting.
The Master Plan is intended to respond to these objectives by presenting a Vision and Concept of what the Park could
look like in 20-25 years. The Plan is organized as follows:
•

A description of the Parksville Community Park Today, including uses, challenges and opportunities, ‘carrying
capacity’ and emerging trends.

•

A summary of the Community Consultation to gain input on the future of the Community Park.

•

The Community Park Tomorrow – a 25 year Vision and description of a Concept Plan that addresses Park
expansion possibilities, vehicle and pedestrian access and circulation, and the configuration of “active” and
“passive” areas in the Park.

•

A discussion of Actions and Capital Expenditures and their possible funding sources, to implement the Plan.

•

Finally, information and recommendations regarding Policies and Operational Considerations. These include
criteria for considering additional uses in the Park, and measures by which safety and security, shoreline erosion,
environmental matters, commercial activities, special events and dogs can be addressed.

The Concept Plan
The Concept Plan (Attachment A) is based on the premise that the major focus of the Community Park is to preserve
and celebrate its waterfront setting. Activity areas and facilities (e.g., the waterfront walkway, sandcastle and beach
volleyball, and events area) largely reflect this focus. Over time, it is proposed that other activities that do not need a
waterfront setting (e.g., lacrosse and tennis) be removed but only if and when replacement facilities have been built in
other appropriate sites in the city.
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The major changes to the Community Park presented in the Concept Plan include:
•

Improvements to Park entrances and pedestrian access, with better connections to the downtown.

•

Redesigning vehicle access within the Park by moving the main access road and parking away from the waterfront
to a new east access road and parking area, which would avoid erosion risk and make the waterfront a more
people-friendly place. A new west entry is also proposed if a right of way across neighbouring lands can be
obtained in the future.

•

Improved parking areas, with the total capacity maintained at 2006 levels and options to increase parking
capacity if the Park is expanded in the future. Parking at the waterfront is provided at the north end of the access
road, near Arbutus Point, for users with physical disabilities or who wish to enjoy the water view from their
vehicles.

•

Increased walking trails to meet increasing popularity in this activity, including the addition of the waterfront
walkway.

•

Improvements to parking, viewing and sitting areas around the playing fields.

•

Adding a performance stage and viewing platform to the beach area, and improving the beach volleyball area
through better drainage.

•

Replacing the current concession building with a larger, better-designed facility to improve services and provide
more washrooms and change areas.

•

Improving the area around the skateboard park by adding other activities that complement the Park setting.

•

Enhancing the arboretum as a passive and educational facility.

•

Adding another shelter and improved access to the picnic area.

•

Additional washrooms to provide more and better-distributed facilities as the Park develops.

•

In the long term, removing the tennis courts and lacrosse box if and when replacement facilities are built
elsewhere in the city.

• Improvements to security by adding activities to and improving exposure of problem sites.
An order-of-magnitude budget estimates capital costs of $1.6 million (over the next 1-5 years), $1.9 million (over 5-10
years) and $817,000 (10 years or later) to implement the Concept Plan. The budget estimates are for planning purposes
only and require detailing by appropriate experts (e.g., civil engineer, architect) at time of implementation.

Suggestions and Recommendations
Along with the elements presented in the Concept Plan, several recommendations are made to assist in implementing
this Master Plan:
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Development opportunities:
•

Whenever possible, the City should take advantage of opportunities as they arise to have new entries and access
roads to the Community Park, as well as other Park-related amenities such as replacement tennis courts, provided
through rezoning and redevelopment of adjacent properties.
Vehicle access and parking:
•

Providing some stalls for recreational vehicles and buses can be considered in the detailed design of the new
parking area along the east entry road. However, it is recommended that the City provide for this type of parking
primarily off-site rather than try to accommodate RVs and buses, other than for drop off purposes, within the
Park’s limited waterfront lands.

•

To support improved off-site access and parking for the Community Park, it is recommended that future planning
for downtown Parksville and Highway 19A should address:
- increasing parking needs for the Park, including the provision of RV and tour bus parking.
- improved pedestrian and bicycle access across the highway to the Park, including pedestrian islands and
raised, pedestrian-controlled crosswalks. Consideration should be given to a non-vehicular underpass
under the Highway as an option for improved access.
Pedestrian access and circulation:
• The waterfront walkway should be given an official name and dedicated, to distinguish it as a major feature of the
Community Park and the City’s parks and open space system.
The arena building:
• In collaboration with the RDN and the Parksville Curling Club, the City should commission a “facility use study” to
determine the highest and best uses of the arena building and/or the arena site to support the Vision for the Park.
The study would take both a short-term and a long-term perspective in reviewing the use of this site, given the
projected lifetime of the arena building. Potential topics that could be covered in the study include:
- In the short term, making the existing washrooms and concession accessible for public use based on an
assessment of need, feasibility and possible operation/maintenance arrangements.
- In the short to mid-term, moving some or all of the storage and shelter functions provided currently by the
gardening shed precinct (see “PA#2 – Main Picnic Area”) into the arena building.
- In the long term, assess the longevity of the existing building, and options for a replacement building that
might house interpretive and education programs, meeting spaces, a secondary concession, caretaker
facilities, etc.
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Arbutus Point:
With respect to future recreational and commercial uses of the former hovercraft pad at Arbutus Point, it is
recommended that the City:
•

Adapt the concrete pad to allow for a temporary facility that can be leased out for interpretive purposes and/or
rental and instruction for kayaking, windsurfing and other non-motorized water-based activities.

•

Provide a washroom (potentially a composting toilet) near the terminus of the waterfront walkway at the Point.

•

As part of any proposed future redevelopment of the neighbouring Surfside property, support the construction of a
carefully designed commercial facility, such as a teahouse or restaurant, that would enhance the Park’s natural
setting and waterfront-related uses at the Point.
Security in the Park:
Several features of the Concept Plan improves safety and security in the park by ensuring all major trails are vehicle
accessible for emergency or surveillance purposes and by adding activities in problem sites. Additional operational
measures that are recommended include:
•

Adopting a ‘zero tolerance’ policy for defacement of public property, which includes immediate removal of graffiti
in an effort to discourage continuation of this activity.

•

Encouraging ‘police on bicycles’ or on foot in the Park that would provide a security presence that is less intrusive
(and healthier) than police vehicles.

•

Extending the use of the private security service to patrol the Park throughout the year (not just in the summer),
and particularly during other holiday seasons.

•

The feasibility of a resident caretaker, and facilities required to support that position, be reviewed as part of the
long-term facility use study of the arena building/site.
Erosion and environmental matters:
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•

To improve public understanding of beach erosion issues, it is recommended that the City establish a public
information strategy that addresses the causes, the City’s approach and possible solutions to erosion management
that includes the pros and cons of soft versus hard shoreline protection measures.

•

The City will continue to collaborate with provincial and nongovernment agencies in promoting awareness of the
Parksville-Qualicum Beach Wildlife Management Area as bird and wildlife habitat. Within the Park, it is
suggested that the City further support the goals of the Wildlife Management Area by establishing a policy that
regulates dogs on the beach during the spring migratory period. This policy could also address other
requirements relating to dogs on leash and presence on the beach during the summer season.
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•

It is recommended that the City use permeable surfaces wherever feasible in designing and constructing laneways
and parking areas, particularly for overflow parking.
Commercial activities and special events:
•

To improve concession services in the Park, it is recommended that along with replacing the existing concession
building, that the City revise its policy respecting leases in the Park (Policy 3.18) to provide for yearly evaluation of
the concession lease. A short questionnaire that Park users could pick up and drop off in the Park could be one
method for providing input to the concession service and identifying changes when necessary.

•

With respect to commercial activities at the hovercraft pad, it is recommended that the City review its Policy 3.11
to ensure that the uses and restrictions stated in that policy are still applicable.

•

With respect to the City’s Special Events policy, consider developing criteria to assess the desirability of proposed
special events in the Park, and criteria for requiring off-site parking arrangements.
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1. Introduction
The City of Parksville is known for its spectacular waterfront setting, and nowhere is this identity more recognizable
than in its Community Park.
The Community Park consists of 39 acres (15.8 ha) adjacent to the downtown, between the Old Island Highway
(#19A) and the waterfront (Figure 2-1). The Park was established in 1963 when the former Parksville and District
Community Society granted the property “in trust” to Parksville for the sum of $1, with the requirement that it “be
maintained in perpetuity as a park for the residents of the Village of Parksville and the Nanoose Land District”.1
The Community Park is truly the ‘heart’ of the city. Besides being a destination in itself, the Community Park can
enhance the downtown experience as well as provide an important link to other significant open space areas such as
the Englishman River estuary and Rathtrevor Provincial Park.
Management of the Park needs to respect the foresight of those who dedicated the park, the uses that have evolved
within its boundaries over the last 40 years, and the needs of the current and future residents of Parksville. In essence,
the Parks needs a plan for sustainable use that ensures that the park assets are managed for the benefit of its citizens
today while not diminishing those assets for generations to come.

1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this Master Plan is to provide direction for the long-term, sustainable development and operation of
Parksville’s Community Park that addresses capital expenditures, operational considerations, and policy. The
objectives are to:
•

Present a Vision that represents a consensus on the role of the Park in the community.

•

Establish criteria to guide consideration of, and a method for evaluating requests for future permanent park
uses.

•

Identify future capital projects and their phasing and funding, including:
- entrance and signage,
- new facilities or enhancements to existing facilities,
- infrastructure needs and replacement schedule (irrigation, parking, washrooms), and
- potential future park expansion.
Address the carrying capacity of the Park based on existing and proposed uses (“fixed” and “non-fixed”).

•

1

Indenture between Parksville and District Community Society and Corporation of the Village of Parksville (in trust), dated 23 February 1963.
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•
•
•
•
•

Establish appropriate vehicle and pedestrian routes (particularly where safety is compromised due to poorly
defined walking routes), and parking needs.
Consider increased traffic load resulting from pending private waterfront development, the waterfront walkway
and new parking fees in Rathtrevor Provincial Park.
Consider safety and security matters, considering the impact of downtown and other external influences.
Consider the way in which the City provides for concessions (food service) in the Park.
In light of existing City policies affecting the Park, present policies and/or operating guidelines.

1.2 Plan Methodology
In July 2005, the City of Parksville commissioned Lanarc Consultants Ltd., assisted by Professional Environmental
Recreation Consultants Ltd., to create the Community Park Master Plan. Developing the Plan consisted of the
following tasks:

2

•

Data gathering and analysis included a review of relevant City plans and policies, historical background, event
bookings in the Park, and visiting the Park at different times of day and season to get a sense of use and
users.Several working sessions were held with staff from Planning, Parks and Public Works at strategic points to
gather information, exchange ideas and ensure that the project was on track with the City’s objectives.

•

The Advisory Planning Commission (APC) provided perspective early in the process and reviewed outcomes and
drafts. APC members were also instrumental in hosting the public Open Houses.

•

Input from City Council occurred at several key stages: early in the process to solidify the goals, objectives and
Plan process; to review background information and issues prior to presenting them to the public for input; and to
review and comment on the draft Vision, Concept Plan and Master Plan document.

•

Two Open Houses/presentations were held:
- On November 2, 2005, to provide background information and to solicit public input on the role, priority
uses, issues, and future concepts for the Park.
- On March 8, 2006 to review and receive input on the Draft Concept and Master Plan.
The specific input formats and their results are discussed in Section 3.

•

With the input from APC, Council and the public, and with the assistance of City staff, a draft Concept Plan and
Plan Report was prepared. A preliminary draft Concept Plan was reviewed with Council, staff and APC, and a
draft Concept and Master Plan report was subsequently reviewed with the public.

•

Revisions were reviewed with Council’s Planning Committee in March, and the Final Plan was prepared and
presented to Council in April 2006.
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2. Parksville Community Park Today
2.1 Current Uses and Facilities
The Community Park has evolved over its 40-year life span to accommodate a variety of users and facilities. These
are highlighted in Figure 2-1 and consist of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-use, all-weather playing fields that support softball (two diamonds) and soccer (up to eight fields) in different seasons. A
small building (the ‘Kin hut’) located to the east of the fields provides washrooms and storage for league play.
An outdoor lacrosse box.
An ice arena owned by the Regional District of Nanaimo (RDN), which formerly served as the ice rink for District 69 until the
Oceanside Place recreation centre was built in 2003. The RDN now sublets the arena to the Parksville Curling Club.
Two tennis courts used for non-programmed play.
A central area that contains an arboretum, formal garden and informal sitting and picnic areas.
A playground and water park (the Lion’s Club Venture Land).
A designated picnic area with a picnic shelter, horseshoe pitches and temporary toilets. The shelter also acts as a small-scale
stage and activity centre during summer recreation programs.
A “Beach Festival” area with sand surface used for sandcastle competitions during this annual event.
A beach volleyball area with sand surface that can accommodate up to 15 courts.
A building that houses a seasonal concession stand and year-round washrooms.
A storage building for maintenance equipment in the picnic area (the ‘garden shed’).
A skateboard park.
A large, grassed ‘commons’ area used for casual play and community and regional outdoor events (e.g., Kidsfest, Canada
Day, Ocean Idlers).
The Arbutus Point area at the north end of the Park, which contains a concrete platform originally constructed as a hovercraft
landing area but not used for that purpose.
An access road that winds from the main Park entrance at the southeast corner to and along the waterfront; a secondary exit
is provided at the southwest corner of the Park.
Ten designated parking lots with capacity for about 240 cars, plus an informal (unpaved) parking area north of the arena
used for overflow parking during large events.

•

The site of a former community hall is currently used for parking.

•

A waterfront walkway has been designed and is in the initial stages of construction; the portion through the Park is scheduled
to be completed in 2006-07.
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Figure 2-1 Key features of the Community Park
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2.2 Challenges and Opportunities
Existing and Future Uses
The Community Park evolved in response to community needs and desires as they arose. As a result, the mix of uses
lacks a unifying theme to guide their presence and relationship.
Increasing pressure by current uses as well as demand for additional uses are stretching the Park’s land base. The
Park’s major asset is its waterfront setting - a valuable but limited resource that is hard to replace. The City wishes to
honor the long-standing uses of the Park while recognizing the significance of the waterfront setting. Consequently,
some key questions needed to be reviewed as part of the Plan process:
•

Should all existing uses be assumed to stay in the park, and in their present location?

•

Are there places where existing non-waterfront activities could go - other parks or City open spaces?

•

Should new uses be considered only if they relate to the waterfront?

Increasing Demand
The City’s population is projected to grow from 10,700 in 2003 to 25,000 by 2028, and the Community Park will
continue to be a key recreational feature to present and future residents. Increased traffic is anticipated from adjacent
private waterfront development and with the completion of the waterfront walkway.
At the same time, the park draws users from beyond the Parksville area for sports, special events and to enjoy the
waterfront. The introduction of parking fees at Rathtrevor Provincial Park has pushed people to this Park. School
busloads arrive to use the playground and beach. Requests for exclusive use of parts of the Park for special events
are increasing.
These issues call for an examination of the “carrying capacity” of the Park in its present configuration, and for criteria
for evaluating proposals for future “fixed” (structure-based) and “non-fixed” (open space) uses. They also suggest that
options for expanding the Park should be explored.
Any proposed changes in the Park to meet increasing demand, however, must be cognizant of two existing policies
related to the Park. First, the Indenture that originally transferred the land to the City required that “no lease of the
whole or any part of the said parcel.. may be granted for a period of more than five (5) years without the assent of the
owner-electors for the time being of the Village of Parksville”. The City also adopted a policy (no. 3.10) in 1979 that
“no additional {non-municipal} buildings are to be constructed in the Park”.
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Access and Traffic Management
A number of access issues were identified in the course of the planning process:
•

Moving the main access road away from the waterfront would make more of this valuable space accessible for
‘people use’. At the same time, however, vehicle access to the shore is in demand by those with limited mobility
and for enjoying the water view in all seasons and weather conditions.

•

The main entrance on Highway 19A needs to be upgraded to create a welcoming ambience to both the Park and
the downtown. Connections between the downtown and the Park/waterfront need to be improved.

•

Parking is an issue on summer weekends and during special events - yet paving more of the Park for parking is
not a desirable solution.

•

Pedestrian entrances and exits are inconspicuous rather than welcoming. Pedestrian safety is compromised is
some parts of the Park by poorly defined walking routes.

•

The picnic shelter is a very busy area, but vehicle access for off and on-loading is poor.

Environment
Erosion of the shoreline is a concern for many Park users, and was in graphic evidence during the winter of 2006.
The beach area is largely fill-based; its location and soft, unconsolidated structure makes it particularly susceptible to
erosion. The erosion and accretion processes along this shore need to be taken into account in planning future
facilities.
The Park is also part of the Parksville-Qualicum Beach Wildlife Management Area, a provincial designation aimed at
protecting fish and migratory bird habitats along the coastline. These habitats are an asset in attracting visitors and
providing natural qualities that residents value. They are also a responsibility to be taken into account in the way that
the Park is managed. Both public education and regulation are critical components of a management system.
Resident Canada geese like to feed and roost on the lawns in the Park, but leave their droppings - which conflicts with
people use of the same open spaces.
Hard soils and poor drainage under the beach volleyball area results in large pools of standing water through much
of the winter and spring. Besides making the courts unusable, this can become a health hazard by concentrating
faecal bacteria from the droppings of gulls and geese that roost in this area. Ways of improving the subsurface
drainage need to be considered.

Safety and Security
Vandalism and illicit activities in less visible parts of the Park are ongoing problems. Problem sites include the
skateboard park, the southern end of the picnic area, and the beach and concession area after hours. Ways of
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reducing illicit activities by increasing the number and/or level of activity and opportunities for “eyes on the park”
need consideration, including the possible use of a live-in caretaker.

Park Facilities and Services
Some specific facilities and services have been identified as needing attention:
•

There are presently two permanent public washroom facilities – in the concession building next to the beach and
Ventureland, and in the Kin hut next to the playing fields. Portable toilets are installed during the summer months
near the picnic shelter and, recently, next to the hovercraft pad. In addition, special events are often required to
provide their own portable washrooms. Even so, the current fixed facilities are at or over-capacity during busy
summer weekends. Completion of the waterfront walkway will increase the demand for washrooms at key points
along its route.

•

The concession experiences long lineups during high season; ways of expanding this facility needs to be
examined.

•

The garden shed and its precinct was originally intended for storage of gardening tools and machinery, but has
grown in recent years to also house equipment used by the RDN in its summer programs and seasonal equipment
for the concession. The main shed is also used as a lunch spot and shelter for seasonal summer workers. There
is a growing need for a larger facility for storage and better staff support. Incorporating living quarters for a
caretaker in an expanded facility has also been suggested.

2.3 Measuring “Carrying Capacity”
The concept of “carrying capacity” originally evolved in ecology to express the relationship of natural populations to
their habitats. It attempts to quantify the maximum number of individuals that a given environment or habitat can
support without detrimental and irreversible effects to that habitat.
Carrying capacity has parallels and intuitive appeal in park and tourism management, where it can be defined as the
amount and type of use that an area can sustain over a given period given goals to maintain not only the biophysical
environment but also the ‘social’ environment - the experience of the visitor.“Evaluating carrying capacity establishes
how many visitors can use a park area without damaging the park environment or detracting from visitor
satisfaction.”2
Carrying capacity has most often been applied to natural parks, where maintaining ecological values and a
‘wilderness’ experience are important objectives. However, there are examples of applying the concept to
recreational parks and tourism facilities. In such studies, measuring carrying capacity relies on determining
2

BC Parks, 1998. Park Design Guidelines and Data. BCIT. P. 3-6
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management objectives (relating to resource protection and type of visitor experience), identifying indicators that can
start to measure or quantify the attainment of those objectives, and the standards of quality or the minimum
acceptable conditions of the indicator variables. An example of an objective, indicator and standard is3:
Management objective – provide opportunities for solitude.
Indicator – number of people encountered (e.g., on a trail or at a site).
Standard of quality – the maximum number of people before the quality of ‘solitude’ is unacceptably
disrupted, typically determined through a survey of trail/site users.4

Carrying Capacity for the Community Park
It is difficult to derive an estimate of the carrying capacity for the Community Park as a whole due to its variety of
facilities and uses, each with a different potential carrying capacity; for example, the tennis courts with a maximum
eight users at any one time compared to the picnic area, which several hundred people may be able to enjoy at any
given time. Furthermore, carrying capacity is difficult to estimate because most of the facilities and areas within the
Park are ‘unprogrammed’, meaning that without a systematic survey, there are no reliable estimates of number of
users and certainly little known about the level of satisfaction of use. Finally, even if one could project the maximum
number of people that the Park’s areas could collectively support at any given time, support facilities (parking,
washrooms, food services, etc.) would become the limiting factor.
The purpose for estimating carrying capacity in the Park was to determine:
a. Whether the existing ‘fixed’ facilities can accommodate additional uses and/or users; and
b. Whether the Park can accommodate more users of ‘non-fixed’ facilities or additional non-fixed uses.
To do this, the consulting team looked very qualitatively at the ‘level of use’ of each facility in the Park, based on what
limited indicators were available; i.e., facility booking records for 2004 and 2005; observations of City staff
responsible for administering these uses and/or managing the Park; and perceptions of members of Council, APC
and Open House participants.

3

Adapted from: R. Manning, B. Wang, W. Valliere, S. Lawson and P. Newman. 2002. “Research to Estimate and Manage Carrying Capacity of
a Tourist Attraction: a Study of Alcatraz Island”. J. Sustainable Tourism 10(5): 388-404.
4

“Limits of acceptable change” is another management tool, often used in conjunction with carrying capacity, that uses site indicators to inform
park management of changes to an environment caused by visitor use. Indicators might include environmental degradation (erosion, damage
to trees or grassed areas), creation of safety hazards, and increases in maintenance costs. “Using limits of acceptable change give staff
flexibility to use a variety of management responses including limiting use, constructing more facilities, creating barriers, or changing
maintenance regimes.” (BC Parks, 1998 (above): p. 3-7)
8
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The results are represented in Figure 2-2. This qualitative analysis is intended to provide a general picture of when
facilities are in use through the year, and which facilities may be ‘at capacity’ (indicated by red and gold) and which
ones may be underutilized (pale yellow and white). The analysis is not intended to quantitatively estimate carrying
capacity or compare facilities as to their volume of use - i.e., number of users that each facility can support on its own
or relative to the other facilities.
Based on the above ‘soft’ indicators, this analysis suggests that:
•

With a few exceptions, the Park facilities are used most heavily through spring, summer and early fall.

•

One exception is the playing fields, which are used year-round at or close to their capacity.

•

The picnic area, Ventureland playground, and the beach are likely the most popular areas.

•

The washrooms and concession stand may not be adequate to meet demand during summer weekends.

•

Arbutus Point is probably the most under-utilized area of the Park at any time of year.

Future Carrying Capacity for the Park
Visitor parking is often the overriding determinant of visitor numbers in any given park, and on busy summer
weekends and during large special events, this may now be the case in the Community Park. However, as the City
‘urbanizes’ and more people live within walking or cycling distance of the Park (particularly as the waterfront walkway
develops), the influence of parking capacity on visitor numbers may diminish.
Hence, for some of the more heavily-used Park’s facilities, a more rigorous estimate of carrying capacity may be
desirable in the future, so that appropriate management actions can be put in place before irreversible physical
damage and/or unmitigated visitor dissatisfaction occur. An analysis of carrying capacity would involve the
components mentioned above – determination of specific management objectives, identification of indicators and
setting the standard of quality (which for social carrying capacity typically relies on a statistically-sound user survey).
Facilities that might benefit the most from an analysis of carrying capacity include the Ventureland playground, the
picnic area (or picnic facilities in general), and the future waterfront walkway (along with associated benches, viewing
platforms and washrooms en route).

City of Parksville
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Figure 2-2: ‘Level of use’ estimate for facilities in the Community Park.
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2.4 Emerging Trends in Park Use
Along with the past and present demands on the Community Park, there are emerging trends in Park use reported in
the literature5 that may affect how the Community Park is managed in the future.

Demographic Trends
This indicates a need to…
Ours is an aging population, with the proportion of
children in decline.

Emphasize physical accessibility to and in the Park through safe,
easy walkways, vehicle and transit access.

The gap between ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’ is widening.

Make the Park more accessible through free events and drop-in
uses; pay parking and entrance fees discriminate against those
with less income.

Diversity in cultures and physical and mental abilities
is increasing.

Provide facilities for a range of ability and cultural needs.

Behavioural Trends
This indicates a need to…
There is a general shift away from organized to
unorganized activities. Adult participation in organized
sports has declined in last 10-20 years, with
participation becoming more recreational and social
than competitive.
The exception is where parents still act as decisionmakers with respect to children’s activities; in these
sectors, the level and degree of organized activity has
gone up. However, once youth start to decide for
themselves, there is a tendency for participation in
organized activities (leagues, clubs, etc.) to drop.

Emphasize facilities for informal activities - trails, group/picnic
areas, passive areas - and non-competitive group activities.
Capitalize on the Community Park’s spectacular natural setting
for activities that rely on these attributes. Ball diamonds and
fields do not need to be in an attractive or aesthetically pleasing
setting; people don’t go to play or watch games for the ‘view’.

5

The following is summarized from “Illuminating our Future – Parks and Recreation in Canada”, Proceedings of a Canadian Parks & Recreation
Association Workshop, February 18-21, 1998 (Professional Environmental Recreation Consultants Ltd., 1999).
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Activity levels in youth are declining. There is a need
to encourage physical activity, not necessarily in
organized sport but in activities that youth enjoy
independently or in group settings – skateboarding,
BMX, cycling paths, pick-up games, etc.

Provide ffacilities for youth-oriented activities and gathering.

More people are looking for adventure or ‘spiritual’
fulfillment in recreational activities.

Provide aesthetically pleasing, contemplative spaces in the Park,
as well as opportunities for safe ‘adventure’ activities that
complement the Park’s waterfront theme.

Demand for places for group gatherings is increasing.

Enhance the Park’s picnic facilities, including their maintenance
to prevent these areas from becoming run-down.

Demand for “aesthetic” spaces is increasing – for
passive enjoyment and for special occasions.

Develop a small amount of formal, attraction space that can be
booked for special private events. As well as being a small
revenue generator, such space creates a positive image of the
Park and the community.

There is increasing participation in free special events
that celebrate the community and its identity.

Provide the space, facilities and policies to support community
celebrations.

Environmental issues are becoming more prominent in
society – climate change, sustainability, species at risk,
and ‘greening’ of management practices.

Recognize the role of the Park in the surrounding Wildlife
Management Area by supporting seasonal beach closures,
celebrations of natural phenomena (e.g., the Brant Festival),
education, interpretation and facilities that encourage people to
enjoy and respect the environment.
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3. Community Consultation
3.1 Methods Used
Two Open Houses formed the basis for community input to the Master Plan. Letters of invitation to the Open Houses
were mailed to 48 local organizations representing users of the Community Park. The Open Houses were also
publicized in the local newspapers and on the City’s website.
The November 2, 2005 Open House was designed to be interactive, with:
1. Posters that asked participants to ‘tag’ (with sticky dots) their top five preferences from a list of “Roles” and
“Priority Uses” of the Community Park. This was valuable in defining the Vision for the Park.
2. An “Exploring Possibilities” section where three posters with different sets of possible changes to the Park were
presented and participants were asked to indicate what they liked and did not like in each set.
3. A poster illustrating the level of use of facilities in the Park with a request for comments and perceptions.
4. A question sheet that asked respondents to rate options about access and circulation, commercial activities,
future uses and park expansion.
The March 8, 2006 Open House displayed the key components of the draft Master Plan and asked participants to
comment on them. Email and letter correspondence was also received from individuals and organizations.

3.2 Key Findings
November 2/05 Open House
105 people signed in at the Open House and 24 organizations were represented. 80 question forms were returned.
71% of the respondents were residents of Parksville, while 24% lived outside the city in the Regional District.
A detailed summary of the results of these input sources is included in Appendix A-1. Following are some of the key
messages from the input.
•

More people (66%) characterized themselves as “passive users” as opposed to “active users” of the Park.

•

The beach is the most popular attraction.

•

Walkways and walkway connections are a high priority.

•

People generally favoured moving the access road away from the waterfront, though concerns were expressed
about providing waterfront vehicle access for the elderly and physically challenged.

•

There was lots of discussion about the need to improve access and parking – but there was also a clear message
to not pave more Park land.

City of Parksville
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•

Stage and community events were supported, but big regional events were less so.

•

Several participants suggested relocating the lacrosse box outside the Park; other candidates mentioned for
relocation were the tennis courts, skateboard park, and arena/curling rink.

•

More buildings in the Park were generally not supported, though certain specific facilities were promoted.

•

Allowing more commercial operations in the Park was not supported generally, but at the same time,
dissatisfaction with the existing concession was expressed.

•

A general call for more and better washrooms!

•

Most everyone thought something should be done with Arbutus Point. Some form of interpretation was generally
agreeable; the idea of marine-related rentals was received somewhat favourably; the idea of a teahouse or
restaurant had both strong proponents and opponents.

•

Park expansion was generally supported, depending on cost and land availability.

March 8/06 Open House
100 people signed in at the Open House, of which 76% identified themselves as residents of Parksville and 24% lived
outside the city. 23 organizations were represented. 58 comment forms were returned.
A detailed summary of the comment forms is included in Appendix A-2. Four main issues arose from the comments
and discussion at the Open House:
•

Moving the access road from the waterfront to the east boundary of the Parks; though some parking is retained at
the north end of the proposed new road, some participants considered this did not retain enough easy access to
the beach for seniors and disabled, and eliminated the ability to park close enough to watch the water in any
weather.

•

Removing the tennis courts if and when replacements were constructed elsewhere; arguments were made for
maintaining the diversity of facilities within the Park so that a variety of activities can be enjoyed within easy
distance of each other.

•

Removing the lacrosse box if and when a new box was built elsewhere in the city; again, arguments were made
for maintaining the diversity of activities within the Park, particularly for youth.

•

Dealing with shoreline erosion; participants proposed extending the rip-rap reinforcement, constructing a sea
wall, or installing groynes.
Other issues raised include whether the new performance stage built into the waterfront feature would be too exposed
to be useable; providing for RV and multiple bus parking; and providing for more public input on the Master Plan.
These issues were considered, and responses included in the Master Plan.
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4. Parksville Community Park Tomorrow
4.1 The Vision
Parksville Community Park is a priceless natural asset, providing access for residents
and visitors to enjoy the City’s beautiful beaches and waterfront. Park management is
focused on maintaining these values, so that people can continue to enjoy them in
comfort and safety.
The Park provides ample opportunity to recreate with friends and family – to gather,
to play, to enjoy the beach, to have a picnic. At the same time, the park provides quiet
places to enjoy nature, bird watch, or just ‘get away’ from the city bustle.
The Community Park is accessible to everyone. While vehicle access is controlled,
people with disabilities can easily get to the waterfront and other major parts of the
Park. Dedicated pedestrian and bicycle routes, strategically placed drop offs and
shuttle services, temporary and offsite parking are all used to ensure that the park is
maintained for people instead of cars.
Community celebrations are encouraged. Major events are readily accommodated in
the ‘performance’ and ‘commons’ areas, and are of a type that celebrates the Park’s
waterfront setting. The Park’s facilities are able to support these events without
compromising its natural values.
The Park embraces its long-standing ‘active’ users. Playing fields provide the
opportunity for a range of activities - from programmed league play to a game of pickup beach volleyball or soccer. The skateboard park is a draw for young and old, as
boarders and bikers perfect their skills to an appreciative audience.
Parksville’s Community Park is a symbol of the City’s community pride, representing
a healthy balance between community recreation and protection of its unique natural
features for generations to come.
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4.2 The Concept
The Concept Plan for Parksville’s Community Park – what it would look like in 25 years - is shown in
Attachment A. In keeping with the Vision for the Park, the Concept Plan is based on the premise that
the major focus of the Community Park is to preserve and celebrate its waterfront setting. At the same
time, the diversity of its facilities is a significant factor in making the Community Park a destination
park for residents and visitors.
Activities and facilities that reflect this waterfront focus (e.g., the waterfront walkway, sandcastle and
beach volleyball, and events area) are supported. Over time, it is proposed that other activities that
do not need a waterfront setting be removed once replacements have been constructed in other
appropriate sites in the city.

4.2.1 The Major Changes
The changes to the Community Park proposed in this Plan are intended to address the Vision, the
challenges and capacity issues identified in chapter 2 and the ideas supported during the discussions
with the public, Council and staff. The major changes include:

16

•

Improvements to Park entrances and pedestrian access, with better connections to the downtown.

•

Redesigning vehicle access within the Park by moving the main access road and parking away
from the waterfront to a new east access road and parking area, which would avoid erosion risk
and make the waterfront a more people-friendly place. A new west entry is also proposed if a
right of way across neighbouring lands can be obtained in the future.

•

Improved parking areas, with the total capacity maintained at 2006 levels and options to increase
parking capacity if the Park is expanded in the future.

•

Increased walking trails to meet increasing popularity in this activity, including the addition of the
waterfront walkway.

•

Improvements to parking, viewing and sitting areas around the playing fields.

•

Adding a performance stage and viewing platform to the beach area, and improving the beach
volleyball area through better drainage.

•

Replacing the current concession building with a larger, better-designed facility to improve services
and provide more washrooms and change areas.

•

Improving the area around the skateboard park by adding other activities that complement the
Park setting.

•

Enhancing the arboreturm as a passive and educational facility.
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•

Addition of another shelter and improved access to the picnic area.

•

Additional washrooms to provide more and better-distributed facilities as the Park develops.

•

In the long term, removing the tennis courts and lacrosse box if and when replacement facilities
are built elsewhere in the city.

•

Improvements to security by adding activities to and improving exposure of problem sites.

The following sections describe the main elements of the Concept Plan under five headings:
- Expansion possibilities;
- Vehicle access and circulation;
- Pedestrian access and circulation;
- “Active” areas; and
- “Passive” areas.
The description of major elements includes a statement of objectives, a suggested timeframe (1-5
years, 5-10 years, >10 years), and order-of-magnitude (OM) budget estimate. More details on OM
budget estimates are provided in Appendix B.
Note that budget estimates are for planning purposes only and require detailed consideration by
appropriate experts (civil engineer or architect) at time of implementation.
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4.2.2 Expansion Possibilities
Figure 4-1: Expansion possibilities
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The terms of reference for the Master Plan requested that the potential for
expanding the Community Park be considered, in terms of the objectives
and benefits that could be realized.
East side: The Park is bounded to the east by the Surfside RV Resort, with RV
lots concentrated in the northern portion of the property (Figure 4-1). Redevelopment of this property would provide the City an opportunity to
acquire a right of way along the east boundary for a new road that would
serve as a gateway to both the Park and the new development. What’s
more, the new entry road would be built by the developer as part of the
community amenity package associated with the proposed development.
Upgrades to the Park’s entry and a new access road along the east
boundary could conceivably occur within the Park and without
redevelopment on the Surfside property. However, this option provides an
opportunity for the east entry to be financed through development rather
than by the City, and it would also retain more Park land for recreational
use. This option is discussed in more detail in the next section (“Vehicle
Access - East Entry and Access Road”).
In the long term, it would be desirable to eventually acquire more of the
Surfside property for its ecological and recreational values, as opportunities
through re-development or purchase arise.
West side: The property currently owned by Pacific Sands Resort to the west
of the Park is a natural extension of the Park’s waterfront and forested
backshore. The City also owns a parcel fronting on Highway 19A southwest
of the Park Sands property (Figure 4-1). Future redevelopment of the Pacific
Sands in combination with the City property may provide an opportunity to
create an access to the west side of the Park. This option is discussed in
more detail in the next section (see “New West Entry and Access”).
In the long term, acquisition of all or parts of the Pacific Sands property as
opportunities arise (e.g., through redevelopment with density bonus,
reciprocal access agreements and/or purchase) could benefit the Park by
also providing more recreational space.
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4.2.3 Vehicle Access and Circulation
One message emerging from the Open House is that the Community Park should be a place that
focuses on people, not cars. Option 3 of “Exploring Possibilities”, which showed the access road
moved away from the waterfront and replaced by a road and parking along the Park’s east boundary,
received generally favourable response at the Open House.
•

This is proposed in the Plan to make the waterfront more ‘people friendly’ and reduce conflicts
between people and cars. It also removes the risk of shoreline erosion and future expensive road
repairs or replacement. Waterfront parking is retained at the north end of the re-aligned road.
However, some attendees perceived this as removing enough easy access to the beach for seniors
and disabled, and eliminating the ability to park close enough to watch the water in any weather.
Minimizing additional pavement and alternate modes of transportation were also strongly supported.
With these factors in mind, the objectives for vehicle circulation in the Park are to:
•

Move the majority of vehicle traffic away from the waterfront to enhance people access and
address shoreline erosion concerns.

•

Provide accessible parking close to the waterfront for those who need it.

•

Create welcoming gateways to the Park that also enhance the entrance to downtown
Parksville.

•

Provide for a transit bus stop, at least for summer use; more bus parking bays for group
events; and more public pickup/drop-off sites at key areas.

•

Retain the current overall parking capacity, with potential for increased capacity in the future
(> 10 years).

•

Coordinate the improvements to Park access and circulation with neighboring development
opportunities as they occur.

East Entry and Access Road
The Concept Plan assumes that the property to the east of the Park would be subject to a new or redevelopment proposal within 3-5 years. As part of any new development, a public ROW would be
dedicated and developed as road and parking for to the Park but outside the current east boundary
(Figure 4-2a).
Key features of the upgraded entry and access road are:
•

A treed centre median and widened pavement are developed at the Highway 19A intersection,
with a left turn slot with appropriate vehicle stacking distance. A new park sign and entry feature
are designed and built.

City of Parksville

Figure 4-2a: Main concept - east entry
road and parking if new development
occurs on east property
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Figure 4-2b: Contingency - east entry road
and parking area without development of
east property

•

The existing entry/exit south of the arena building is retained, but a new main entry is created
north of the arena at a new roundabout that provides a common entrance to the Park and the
east property development. The new entry road has a median and treed boulevard along the
north side of the arena and adjacent parking area.

•

A treed boulevard and single-loaded parking area is constructed along the east side of the
arena building.

•

A new parking area (140 stalls) is built adjacent to the Park boundary.

Contingencies: In the event that no new development is proposed on the east property within a
reasonable timeframe (e.g., 5 years), two alternative scenarios can be considered:
a) The City purchases a ROW from the adjacent property to develop a new access road and
parking area along the east boundary of the Park. No new roundabout entry is created; rather
the existing Park entry is upgraded and the road extended north directly to the new parking
area (Figure 4-2b). The internal access lane and parking around the arena building are
formalized and landscaped with treed boulevards.
b) No additional land is acquired, and the new access road and parking area are constructed as
in the above scenario but within the Park boundary. The access lane around the arena
building is formalized but there is no room for a boulevard along the east side.
Timeframe & OM Budget Estimate:
Upgrade east entry, build road to
3-5 years
$370K
roundabout
New entry sign and feature
1-5 years
$72K
Road from roundabout to Arbutus Point
5-10 years
$390K
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Southwest Access Road
Changes to the access road at the southwest corner of the Park depend to some extent on what
happens at the east entry.
In the Concept Plan, two entry/exit points would be created off the east road, which reduces the need
for the southwest road as a second major access for the Park. Therefore, this road is converted to a
multi-purpose pedestrian/cycle way that would also act as an access for maintenance and emergency
vehicles as required (Figure 4-3a). The road could also be opened for public use as an auxiliary exit
during large events in the Park. Access to the road can be controlled through the use of knockdown
bollards. A vehicle drop off/pick up is built next to the main picnic shelter to improve access to the
picnic area.
Under the Contingency plans where no second entry/exit is provided off the east road, the southwest
road is maintained in its current configuration as an exit road, but with parallel parking to improve
parking for the picnic area (Figure 4-3b).
Timeframe: 5 years.
OM Budget estimate: $330K

Figure 4-3a: Concept plan- southwest access road
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Figure 4-3b: Contingency - southwest access road
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Circle Road
The central circle road is converted to one-way (counter clockwise), with the existing second lane used
as a bus stop, vehicle drop-off and short- to medium-term parking primarily to serve the playground
area (Figure 4-4).
Some re-alignment of the road will be needed at junctions with two-way roads that join the circle.
Timeframe: 5 years.
OM Budget estimate: $370K

Figure 4-4: Circle Road
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Potential West Entry Road
Development of a new west entry to the Park (Figure 4-5) is contingent on acquisition of access rights
or property to the west of the Park (see section 4.1 “Expansion Possibilities”), along with planning and
development of the City property adjacent to Highway 19A.
This proposed road would provide direct access to the west side of the Park either from a new
intersection on Highway 19A or from MacMillan Road. It would join the current road network in the
Park on the southwest portion of the circle road. With careful alignment, a minimal number of trees in
this portion of the Park would be affected. This new road could provide additional access and
parking for users of the waterfront walkway, performance area, venture park and
Figure 4-5: Potential west entry
picnic area. Traffic calming measures (e.g., roundabouts, speed bumps) would
be designed to discourage localized “rat-running” through the park.
Timeframe: 10-20 years, or as opportunities arise.
OM Budget estimate:
Road: $240K
Roundabout and parking lot: $360K

City of Parksville
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Parking
The Concept Plan removes the current overflow parking area, one row of parking on the east side of
the arena, and six small parking lots along the waterfront access road. The Plan then adds:
• A new parking area along the east boundary.
• An accessible parking area at Arbutus Point (see below).
• Bus stop, vehicle drop-off/pick-up and/or short term parallel parking around the circle
road.
• Designated parking on the former community hall site.
• A vehicle drop-off/pickup at the picnic shelter (or, for the contingency plans, parking next
to the picnic area along the southwest exit road).
The current parking capacity is 290 designated stalls plus the undesignated overflow area behind the
arena, which can hold 150-200 vehicles.
The total parking capacity under the Concept Plan is approximately 430 stalls (about 440 stalls under
the contingencies). This retains about the same capacity as 2005 levels. In the long term (10+ years),
acquisition of the property to the west of the Park can further increase the parking capacity (see “New
West Entry Road” above).
RV and bus parking: Providing some stalls for recreational vehicles and buses can be considered in
the detailed design of the new parking area along the east entry road. However, it is recommended
that the City provide for this type of parking primarily off-site rather than try to accommodate RVs and
buses, other than for drop off purposes, within the Park’s limited waterfront lands.
Figure 4-6b: Parking at Arbutus Point
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Waterfront Parking – Arbutus Point
To address the concern regarding the loss of waterfront parking caused by realigning the access road,
parking at Arbutus Point is increased to provide for about 25 parking stalls – half of the number of
stalls that were associated with the original waterfront access road. At least 10 of these new stalls
would be accessible; i.e., designated for physically challenged and equipped with access aisles. The
remainder could be time limited (e.g., 2-3 hour parking), to ensure sufficient time for those who wish
to take advantage of the water view without compromising access to all users.
If it is determined over time that more waterfront-based parking is needed, the City could consider
reconfiguring the roundabout at Arbutus Point to allow for more parking spaces.
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Off-site Access and Parking
Participants at the November Open House supported improving off-site strategies over increasing
roads and parking within the Park.
Off-site strategies are already used during major events when the public is encouraged to park in lots
near the Parksville Civic and Technology Centre and use shuttle buses provided by event organizers.
This strategy should be supported in the City’s Special Event Policy.
To support improved off-site access, the Concept Plan includes the following:
•

Prominent pedestrian crosswalks across Highway 19A at the east and west entrances,
Alberni Highway intersection and McMillan Road intersection (Figure 4-7). These would
be pedestrian controlled or keyed to a vehicle stoplight. Raised crosswalks and
pedestrian islands should be included in future redevelopment designs for Highway
19A. Reviewers of the Master Plan also suggested a pedestrian/bicycle underpass;
similar to the underpass that services Stanley Park in Vancouver.

•

Providing a stop for public transit, bus drop-off and short-term parking (e.g., for school
and tour groups) and a vehicle pick-up/drop-off area on the central circle road.

Figure 4-7: Improved crosswalk at southeast entry

• Designated drop-off and pick-up sites at the picnic area.
Further improvements to off-site access and parking require detailed planning outside the
boundaries of the Park, which is not in the mandate of this Master Plan. However, the City
has embarked on developing a downtown revitalization plan that will address possible
reconfigurations of Highway 19A through the downtown.
Accordingly, to support improved off-site access and parking for the Community Park, it is
recommended that:
• Future planning for downtown Parksville and Highway 19A should address:
- increasing parking needs for the Park, including the provision of RV and
tour bus parking.
- improved pedestrian and bicycle access across the Highway to the Park, including
pedestrian islands and raised, pedestrian-controlled crosswalks. Consideration should
be given to a non-vehicular underpass under the Highway as an option for improved
access.
• The City should establish criteria for requiring off-site parking measures as part of its Special
Events Policy and Application Procedure.

City of Parksville
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4.2.4 Pedestrian Access and Circulation
The objectives for pedestrian and bicycle access and circulation in the Community Park are to:
Support safe and accessible routes to the Park and to all parts of the Park.
Provide “loops” of varying lengths, and connections to existing and future trail networks to
other parts of the City.
Manage pedestrian use to avoid damage to environmentally sensitive sites and
vegetation, where needed.
Besides the improved crosswalks across Highway 19A mentioned above, the Concept Plan
incorporates pedestrian and bicycle circulation patterns that form a series of loops of various lengths,
with the largest loop circling the perimeter of the Park and extending to McMillan Street. Of note are
the following features (labelled on Figure 4-8):
A) The waterfront walkway is completed as a boardwalk from McMillan Street to the
waterfront feature area and as an at-grade pathway to Arbutus Point.
B) A pathway runs parallel to the east boundary of the Park from the southeast entry to
Arbutus Point.
C) An off-road pathway runs along the south boundary paralleling the Highway,
continued by a widened sidewalk to McMillan Street and then along MacMillan to the
waterfront.
D) Pathways lead from the southeast and southwest entrances to the central circle,
connecting to pathways to various points in the Park.
E) Internal pathways provide additional walking loops and access routes between various
key areas and destinations in the Park.
The waterfront walkway and major pathways in the Park are intended to be accessible by
maintenance, ambulance and emergency police vehicles. The waterfront walkway averages 4 m in
width, with wood deck surface south of the performance area and hardened surface to the north.
Major pathways average 3 m in width and would be surfaced with an accessible permeable surface.
Minor pathways would average 1.5-2 m and surfaced in the same manner as major pathways.
It is recommended that the waterfront walkway be named and dedicated, to distinguish it as a major
feature of the Community Park and the City’s parks and open space system.
Timeframe:
Waterfront walkway: 1-3 years
Other pathways: 1-10 years, in association with other area-specific developments.
OM Budget estimate: $430K (excluding the waterfront walkway, which has a committed budget).
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Figure 4-8: Pedestrian access features
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4.2.5 “Active” Areas
Active areas (AA) include: the playing fields; the Ventureland playground and performance area; the
skateboard park area; and the arena.
AA#1 – Playing Fields
The playing fields are not expanded despite their heavy use, as there are other appropriate sites in the
city for such fields that do not occupy limited waterfront lands. However, given their long-standing
occupation and heavy use, the objective for this active area is to enhance the use and enjoyment of
the playing fields. The following features support this objective (Figure 4-9):
Figure 4-9: Playing fields

•

Additional parking is provided in the former civic centre site, along
with improved vehicle circulation within the combined parking area.

•

Picnic and seating facilities are provided in a new picnic area on the
east side of the fields, in the lacrosse box site (see Passive Area#1
below).

•

The “Kin hut” washrooms and equipment storage building is
retained.
Timeframe and Budget estimate:
Parking area
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1-5 years

$340,000
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AA#2 – Playground and Performance Area
The objectives for this active area are to:
Support the use of this area as an outdoor performance venue;
Improve pedestrian movement to and from the beach;
Improve the concession and washroom facilities to better support the many activities
in this area; and
Continue to support the Ventureland playground and casual picnicking.
The following features support these objectives:
• A performance stage is constructed as part of the waterfront walkway (Figure 4-10). The
stage is designed and oriented to support small or large performances, with “on the ground”
seating in the adjacent sandcastle and beach volleyball areas (Figure 4-11). Sites for event
support tents are provided, as well as high traffic lawn adjacent to the performance stages.1
• The sandcastle and beach volleyball areas are reconfigured to provide appropriate audience
spaces during staged performances. The sandcastle space also supports the sandcastle
competition held each summer. Outside that time period, both the sandcastle and volleyball
areas can be used for recreational volleyball courts.
• Drainage problems in the beach volleyball court are resolved by installing subsurface
drainage works, and the court edges are better defined.
• The Venture Land playground remains in its current configuration, as do picnic tables
scattered in the surrounding grassed area. Additional access and parking for the playground
can be provided in the future with construction of a west entry road (see above).
Concession/Washroom building:
Both the concession and washrooms need to be expanded to meet existing summer use and
increased future use once the waterfront walkway is finished. Options that were considered
include:
a) Adding a second small building for the concession and converting the existing building to
washrooms and changing stalls. This is not desirable as it simply adds to the proliferation
of small, potentially non-descript buildings in the Park.

Figure 4-10 Performance stages as part of the
waterfront walkway

1

Participants at the March open house expressed concerns that the performance stage would be subject to wind and cold
temperatures, particularly in the evening, making it a less than optimal site from a performer’s or spectator’s perspective.
Experience over the first few years of operation should indicate whether this holds true, and whether an alternative, more
protected site is required – e.g., the proposed second shelter in the picnic area (see PA#2a “Main Picnic Area”).
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b) Move the concession to the arena building (which already has a concession area) and convert
the current building entirely to washrooms and changing stalls. This has the advantage of
utilizing an existing facility. However, the location is considered to be too far from the
waterfront and playground, where most of the concession demand arises, to be practicable.
c) Replace the existing building with a larger structure that would comfortably house an
expanded concession, washrooms and changing stalls. This is the preferred option reflected
in the Concept Plan.
A new concession/washroom building will be of a “west coast” design using natural materials that fit
in with the Park’s setting. It will also reflect LEED-based2 “green building” principles, such as the use
of passive solar heating, natural lighting, a green roof and water-saving fixtures.
Timeframe and OM Budget estimate:
Completion of performance stage
1-5 years
included in waterfront walkway budget
New concession/washroom building 1-5 years
$270K
Volleyball court improvements
1-5 years
$54K
Figure 4-11: Playground/Performance area

2
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AA#3 – Skateboard Park and Playing Area
The objective for this active area is to reduce the isolation of the skateboard park by adding other
“play” activities in what is currently the southern portion of the overflow parking area (Figure 4-12).
Other activities considered for this area are:
- a putting green, similar to the green in Stanley Park in Vancouver; and/or
- a bocce court. Bocce is currently played informally in the picnic area; this court could supplement
that area and potentially provide a ‘competition-style’ venue.
Both of these facilities would not disrupt sightlines from the Park entry to the waterfront, and are
relatively low maintenance.
Timeframe: 10-15 years
OM Budget estimate: $184K
Figure 4-12: Skateboard Park and Playing area
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AA#4 – Arena
The former District 69 arena is currently the only major building in the Community Park. The arena
building itself is owned by the RDN, which holds a 5-year lease with the City for the parkland on
which the building stands. Since moving its arena facilities to Oceanside Place in 2003, the RDN has
sublet this arena to the Parksville Curling Club Society.
Discussions with RDN staff and representatives of the Parksville Curling Club indicate that the arena is
well run and heavily used during the curling season. Over the last year, the Curling Club has made
significant long-term investment in the building (e.g., replacing the condenser, renovating the lobby)
and has applied for grants to assist in further upgrades. The Curling Club would like to secure a
long-term commitment for continued use of this building.
However, from the community’s perspective, limiting the use of the only large building in the Park to
curling does not enhance the Park’s natural amenities or support its range of users. Therefore, the
objectives for this area are to:
In the short- to mid-term, seek ways to better utilize the existing building and services to
support a wider range of Park users.
For the longer term, reassess the use of this building and site in the broader context of
the vision for the Park.
It is beyond the scope of this Master Plan to address these objectives in detail. However, the next
renewal of the RDN’s lease with the City is due in 2008. Within that timeframe, it is recommended
that in collaboration with the RDN and the Parksville Curling Club, the City commission a “facility use
study” to determine the highest and best uses of the arena building and the site to support the Vision
for the Park.
The study would take both a short-term and a long-term perspective in reviewing the use of this site,
given the projected lifetime of the arena building. Potential topics that could be covered in the study
include:
• In the short term, making the existing washrooms and concession accessible for public use based
on an assessment of need, feasibility and possible operation/maintenance arrangements.
• In the short to mid-term, moving some or all of the storage and shelter functions provided
currently by the gardening shed precinct (see “PA#2 – Main Picnic Area”) into the arena building.
•

In the long term, assess the longevity of the existing building, and options for a replacement
building that might house interpretive and education programs, meeting spaces, a secondary
concession, caretaker facilities, etc.
Timeframe and OM Budget estimate: Facility use study 1-3 years $40,000
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4.2.6 “Passive” Areas
Passive areas (PA) are intended to support unprogrammed activities, and to provide places where Park
visitors can ‘get away’ from the urban setting. These areas include: the picnic areas; the central circle
and arboretum; the commons (events) area; and Arbutus Point/hovercraft pad.
PA #1 – New Southeast Picnic Area
This area currently contains a treed ‘hollow’, a pathway and the lacrosse box. The objectives for this
area are to:
Present a welcoming, natural setting at this entry point to the Park;
Provide additional casual picnic space, particularly when the main picnic area is full; and
Support picnic and leisure activities of field users and viewers.
Lacrosse box relocation: To create this area, it is proposed that the lacrosse box be removed if and
when a new box is built in a more suitable site in the city. The current box neither supports nor needs
a waterfront location. In fact, lacrosse boxes are traditionally located next to arenas to support indoor
and outdoor play during tournaments - hence, next to Oceanside Place might be considered a more
desirable location. Booking records indicate fairly regular use during the lacrosse season (April to
June), but little programmed use during the rest of the year. Also, in its present location, this facility
detracts from the visual appeal at the entry to the Park.
Several participants at the March open house argued for maintaining diversity of activities and
facilities if not within the Park then at least within the park system. Proponents emphasized the use of
the box not only for lacrosse but also for street hockey, basketball, and other activities that need a
hard surface. The importance of providing facilities that are accessible to youth for healthy activities
was also stressed, and that facilities should not be centralized but rather dispersed throughout the
community. Given these concerns, it is important that the lacrosse box not be removed from its
present location until a new box has been built at a more appropriate site.
Besides relocating the lacrosse box in the long term, the following features support the above
objectives (Figure 4-13):
• A pathway is formalized from the main entrance into the Park as well as around the fields.
• Picnic tables are located next to the pathway with sightlines to the fields.
• Additional trees are planted to buffer this area from the entry road and provide shade to
picnickers.
Timeframe: 5-10 years
OM Budget estimate: $164,000
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Figure 4-14: Main picnic area

PA#2a – Main Picnic Area
The main objective for this area is to augment the existing facilities to meet increasing demand for
group picnicking. To accomplish this objective (Figure 4-14):
• A washroom building is added next to the existing gardening shed.
• A second picnic shelter is built at the south end of the picnic area.3
• Parking and/or vehicle-based drop-off is enhanced by changes to the southwest exit road (either
main or contingency plan – see “Vehicle Access and Circulation” above).
• Horseshoe pits are retained, as is the area currently used for bocce ball.
• Additional access and parking could be provided in the future with a west entry road.
Timeframe and OM Budget estimate:
New picnic shelter and additional tables
New permanent toilets

1-5 years
5-10 years

$52K
$60K

PA#2b – Gardening Shed and Storage Precinct
The gardening shed located in this area houses the electrical controls for the surrounding area. It is
also used for seasonal storage of maintenance equipment and as a base (lunchroom, first aid, etc.)
for summer student maintenance crews. As such, the shed supports a number of functions in its
limited space that are not necessarily compatible. Furthermore, more sheds and a fenced enclosure
have been added over the years to provide storage for concession and recreational equipment.
This operations/maintenance ‘sprawl’ would benefit from a makeover. For instance, in the short term,
some of these functions could possibly be moved to utility areas in the arena building, or to a new,
multi-purpose building on the arena site in the long term. Alternatively, the garden shed could be
replaced with a larger structure that would provide more space and delineation of functions.
It is recommended that the facility use study for the arena building/site (see “AA#4 Arena”) address
the feasibility of moving all or some of the uses of the gardening shed to the arena building or site.
Timeframe and OM Budget estimate:
Assess options for gardening shed/precinct functions 1-3 years
as part of facility use study
Move or replace gardening shed/functions
10 years
Determined by facility study

3

This could also become an alternate performance stage should the stage on the waterfront walkway (AA#2) prove to be
too exposed for regular use.
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PA#3 – Central Circle and Arboretum
The objectives for this area are to:
Showcase the arboretum and enhance its use as a learning tool;
Provide contemplative and respite areas; and
Provide pathways that guide access from Park entries to the waterfront and to other Park
destinations.
To accomplish these objectives, the existing garden area is converted into an ‘outdoor classroom’ that
provides local educators with an opportunity for interactive learning, using the arboretum and
shoreline environment (Figure 4-15). The space includes a small shelter and sitting area. Signage
will display a map of trees found in the arboretum as well as identify individual trees and their unique
features.
Tennis court relocation: The tennis courts are retained in the short term. However, to allow for better
circulation and to complement the natural setting of this area, the tennis courts would be removed if
and when new courts were built elsewhere.
Figure 4-15: Central circle/arboretum – outdoor classroom
As with the lacrosse box, tennis is not dependent on a waterfront location and the
courts and chain link fence do not enhance the Park’s waterfront setting. However,
many Park users enjoy the ability to play tennis along with other activities in the Park.
To retain the availability of tennis near the Park and its waterfront facilities, it is
recommended that the City make the provision of public tennis courts a priority as
part of future redevelopment of adjacent properties. To illustrate this idea, the
Concept Plan shows new public courts located near the existing private courts on the
Surfside property. However, reconstruction of public courts could occur as part of
redevelopment on any of the properties near the Park and/or waterfront walkway.
Timeframe and OM Budget estimate:
Arboretum signs, outdoor classroom,
irrigation, additional trees
Tennis court removal when replacement
courts built elsewhere

City of Parksville

1-10 years

$94K

10-20 years

$33K
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Figure 4-16: “Commons” Area
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PA#4 – “Commons”/Event Area
This area is intended for casual use and enjoyment of the surroundings, as well as a venue for
outdoor events. The main objective here is to enhance public access to this area and to the
waterfront. As discussed earlier, this is accomplished by moving the access road from the waterfront
to the east boundary, and providing parking along the entire east border of the commons area
(Figure 4-16). Distances from the new parking area to the waterfront vary from approximately 70 m
at the north end to about 120 m at the south.
This area will ultimately be larger than its current size as a result of relocating the access road to the
east boundary and landscaping the north end of the current overflow parking lot as additional
commons space.
Timeframe: 5-10 years, in conjunction with construction of the east access road from
the roundabout to Arbutus Point (see above).
OM Budget estimate: $232K
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PA#5 – Arbutus Point
A wide variety of ideas were raised about the future of Arbutus Point and the former hovercraft landing
pad during the course of the planning process. From the discussion, the common objectives that
emerged for this area are to:
Enhance public access to and use of the Point as a viewpoint and contemplative area,
Retain vehicle access to the Point particularly for physically challenged; and
Provide opportunities for basing water-related activities from the former hovercraft pad.
The Point will act as the northern terminus of the waterfront walkway, with seating and
Figure 4-17: Arbutus Point
a viewing platform incorporated into the walkway structure. This will be augmented by
passive interpretation in the form of signage that explains the vistas and natural and
cultural history of what the viewer may see from the Point.
As discussed earlier under “Vehicle Access”, the one-way loop road is maintained and
a parking area is provided, with emphasis on stalls for accessible parking (Figure 417).
A variety of facilities – from kayak rentals to a teahouse – were raised at the
November open house as possibilities at the Point. Several factors affect what can be
considered as appropriate:
The Point is serviced with electricity and a water line, used now to feed
irrigation.
- The City’s Policy #3.11 supports leasing the former hovercraft base for
“water sport related activities or activities that complement the nature of
the Community Park”. However, this support comes with several
restrictions including: any water sport activities must be recreational (only)
and must occur outside Parksville Bay; no permanent structures or signs
are allowed; and food sales are not permitted.
- A maximum 5-year lease is allowed under the Indenture for the Park and Community Park
Bylaw No. 147.
- Last but not least, public opinion at the open houses did not support extensive commercial
activity or new structures within the Park.
Given these considerations, it is recommended that the City:
a) Adapt the former hovercraft base/concrete pad to allow for a temporary facility that can be leased
out during the summer season for interpretive purposes and/or rental and instruction for kayaking,
windsurfing and other non-motorized water-based activities.
City of Parksville
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b) Provide a washroom (potentially a composting toilet) on the terminus of the waterfront walkway at
the Point.
c) As part of any proposed future redevelopment of the neighbouring Surfside property, support the
construction of a carefully designed commercial facility, such as a teahouse or restaurant, that
would enhance the Park’s natural setting and waterfront-related uses at the Point. This option may
be of increased interest to the private sector once the east boundary road and parking is
established, and as residential development proceeds in the surrounding area.
Timeframe and OM Budget:
Establish base for temporary facility for seasonal 1-5 years
In conjunction with private
use of hovercraft base
lessee
Construct washroom
1-5 years
$72K
Potential commercial facility on private property
10 years
----
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5. Actions & Capital Expenditures
5.1 Schedule and Budget Estimate
The following table summarizes the schedule and budget estimates for carrying out the tasks discussed in this Plan. As
in the previous chapter, the schedule is divided into ‘short’ (1-5 year), ‘medium’ (5-10 years) and ‘long term’ (>10
years) timeframes. Tasks have been assigned to these timeframes based on their relative priority (need) as well as
budget considerations. Note that the timing for any given task may change to respond to changing priorities and to
take advantage of opportunities for acquisitions, partnerships, funding, etc. as they may arise.
The order-of-magnitude budget estimate for each task is also included in the summary table. The budget estimates
are for planning purposes only and require consideration by appropriate experts (civil engineer or architect) at time of
implementation.
Table 5-1: Summary of tasks, timeframe and approximate budget estimates (order of magnitude)
ITEM
Possible Expansion

TASK
Acquire ROW on east side

1-5 YEARS

City of Parksville

>10 YEARS

(through development)

Acquire ROW on west side
Vehicle circulation

5-10 YEARS

(as opportunities arise)

Southeast entry sign and feature

$72,000

East road: entry to roundabout

$370,000

East road: roundabout to Arbutus
Point

$390,000

Remove waterfront access road

$125,000

Circle road: renovation

$370,000

Southwest exit: convert to pedestrian
route or add parking lane

$330,000

Possible west access: construct road

$240,000

Possible west access: parking,
roundabout

$360,000
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ITEM
Pedestrian circulation

TASK
Complete waterfront walkway

1-5 YEARS

$215,000

AA#1 Playing fields

Renovate parking lot

$340,000

AA#2 Playground,
performance area

Replace concession/washroom
building

$270,000

$215,000

$54,000

AA#3 Skateboard, play Build bocce, putting green
area

$184,000

AA#4 Arena

Long-term facility use study

PA#1 Southeast picnic
area

Remove lacrosse box; add trails,
trees and picnic tables

PA#2 Main picnic
area

2nd shelter, added picnic tables

$54,000

New toilets

$70,000

Signage, tree protection, additional
trees, irrigation, outdoor classroom

$47,000

PA#3 Central circle,
arboretum

$40,000
$164,000

$47,000

Tennis court removal, grading,
landscaping
PA#4 Commons/
events area

Convert former overflow parking
area

PA#5 Arbutus Point

Washrooms
Adapt hovercraft pad (to be
determined with lessee)

Totals:

40

>10 YEARS

(already
budgeted)

Construct other trails

Volleyball court drainage
improvements

5-10 YEARS

$33,000
$232,000
$72,000
---$1.6 million

$1.9 million

$817,000
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5.2 Funding Sources
Completing the tasks indicated in this Plan represents about $3 million in capital costs over the next 10 years. A
variety of funding sources and resources could potentially be accessed to assist in implementing the Plan:
•

Development of the east road and entry via an amenity package associated with development of the east
property.

•

Partnerships with service clubs and local businesses to fund and construct specific items; e.g., the Parksville Rotary
Club has expressed interest in constructing a second picnic shelter; local partners could sponsor the construction
of a new entry feature and sign.

•

Partnerships with sports clubs and tourism associations to help fund the bocce court and putting green.

•

Partnerships with School District 69 and Malaspina University-College in completing the Arboretum and
associated signage and developing the outdoor classroom.

•

Provincial/federal infrastructure or community development grants for construction of the trail system, as an
alternative mode of transportation.

•

Partnership with stewardship organizations in planning and undertaking shoreline restoration at Arbutus Point.

City of Parksville
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6. Policies & Operational Considerations
6.1 Criteria for Future Uses
Part of the terms of reference for the Master Plan is to provide direction on how to evaluate requests for future uses
that could become permanent, require additional fixed facilities, and/or place greater pressure on existing facilities in
the Community Park.
The following criteria for considering future additional uses are based on the Vision for the Community Park (section
4.1) and the facilities contemplated in the Concept Plan. These criteria are intended for use by City staff, Council and
Council advisory committees in assessing requests for expanded uses and facilities in the Park.
The term “facility” is used here to mean a structure or area and any associated equipment or improvements. The term
“use” can mean an ongoing recreational activity or a single event.
Figure 6-1: Striking a balance between
local and regional users; programmed
and spontaneous activities; recreation
and the environment
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1. Existing established uses are respected. Under most circumstances, new uses should not displace or

impact on existing uses covered in this Plan. Any such impact or displacement will be considered
carefully if the new proposed use meets all the other following criteria and does so in a manner that is
‘better’ than the existing use.
2. New uses are waterfront oriented. New proposed uses must rely on, be closely connected to, and/or
celebrate the waterfront theme of the Community Park. New recreational activities should be unique to
this Park, compared to activities that could be provided elsewhere.
3. Park uses will work with/not negatively impact the natural ecosystems and forces that form the Park.
Preserving the Community Park’s natural habitats is both an opportunity and a responsibility. The Park
plays an important role in sustaining locally and regionally or locally significant species and habitats.
Supporting recreational use while protecting ecological integrity is a focus of responsible park planning
and management.
4. New uses will not exceed the “carrying capacity” of the facility affected. New uses should not place
additional pressure on facilities and services that are already at or near capacity – e.g., the playing
fields. Other existing facilities may be able to accommodate greater use, but in those cases, new
proposed uses should not conflict with existing uses or activities of that facility in terms of their timing or
longevity. New uses must also not cause serious or irreversible damage to the facility such that it
renders the facility unusable to other users.
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5. Local needs will take precedence over regional needs. The Community Park performs both local and regional

6.

7.

8.

9.

duties in providing recreational and event-based services, and a balance needs to be maintained in serving these
needs (Figure 6-1). Feedback from the public Open House indicated that activities and events that are locally
based should take priority in the Park. Hence, if local and regional events are competing for a Park facility, or
conflicting services are required, priority will be given to the local service.
New uses will not compromise safety and security in the Park. A new use could occur at a time and place that
could enhance security in that area of the Park. At the very least, a new use should have no negative impact on
public safety or impose significantly greater costs to City-based security services.
New uses will be sustainable in terms of operation and maintenance requirements. Ideally, new activities would
be self-supporting. At the very least, they should optimize existing servicing levels and not create significant
additional drains on the Parks budget. Where needed, any additional uses must be accompanied by an
associated increase in operating and maintenance budget before being approved.
New uses will not negatively impact the ongoing use and enjoyment of the park by residents and visitors. This
speaks to the frequency and longevity of event-based uses, and to the potential for wear-and-tear or damage to
facilities that are used by regular visitors.
New uses will not impact negatively on neighbouring lands and other users (both human and non-human) of the
Park and surrounding area. This precludes activities that generate undue, continuous noise, use lights that disrupt
the natural setting of the Park, or create emissions or drainage that would damage the Park or surrounding
environment.

6.2 Safety and Security
Elements of the Concept Plan addresses several issues related to safety and security in the Community Park:
•

Access in and out of the Park: In all cases (i.e., the preferred Concept Plan and alternate Contingency Plans), two
accesses to/from Corfield Road are provided that include an improved version of the existing entrance and a new
entrance to the north of the arena. The second exit to Highway 19A at the southwest corner of the Park is
retained:
- in the preferred Concept Plan, as a pedestrian/cycle way that is accessible for emergency and police vehicles
and as an additional vehicle exit during major events in the Park; or
- in the Contingency Plans, in its present configuration as a full-time vehicle exit with supplementary parking
along one side.

•

Access within the Park: All major trails are of sufficient width (minimum 3 m) and hardened-surface design to
allow police and emergency vehicles to drive on them as needed. This provides direct access to the waterfront
and various sectors of the Park as required.
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•

Skateboard park area: The skateboard park is made more visible from the Park entries, and activities are added to
this area, with the intent of reducing the opportunities for vandalism and illicit activities.

•

Other problem sites: Circulation changes reduces the isolation of some other sites in the Park –notably, a path
through and additional activity within the southeast corner; a road behind the arena building; and the waterfront
walkway, which should increase the presence of people along the beach over a greater period of time,
discouraging undesirable activities.
In addition, the City hires a security service during the summer months to conduct night-time patrols; extending this
service into the rest of the year, particularly during other holiday seasons, may be worth considering.

Lighting
Lighting is often considered a primary method for making a place feel safer. However, under some circumstances,
increasing lighting levels can increase crime activity – e.g., by attracting drug users who need light to find a vein, or
creating an opportunity to ‘hang out’. The Design Centre for CPTED6 offers the following rule of thumb: “Lighting
should be used to improve the view of any adjacent guardian, to improve watching opportunities, and lighting should
always set a tone of beautifying or enhancing the environment while achieving other design objectives. When
considering lighting, the question should be asked; if the lighting changes (either increased or decreased to total
darkness), who will be attracted to the area?” 7
New lighting is not proposed in the Concept Plan in an effort to respect the natural setting of the Park, and to avoid
disrupting neighboring habitats and night-time vistas. In effect, the Concept Plan encourages a “dark sky” policy.8 If
additional lighting is needed in the Park, “dark sky” compliant or “full cutoff” lighting should be used.

Caretaker Option
Resident caretakers are not a common feature in community parks in B.C. and the U.S., but where they do exist, fulltime caretakers are provided typically in association with an existing field house where residency can be provided. An
opportunity for supporting a caretaker for the Community Park may arise when considering future uses of the arena
site.
It is recommended that the City consider adopting the following additional measures to address safety and security in
the Community Park:
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CPTED stands for Crime Prevention through Environmental Design

7

http://www.designcentreforcpted.org/

8

For more information, see website of the International Dark-Sky Association http://www.darksky.org/
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•

‘Zero tolerance’ for defacement of public property. This includes immediate removal of graffiti in an effort to
discourage continuation of this activity.

•

‘Police on bicycles’ or on foot in the Park. This provides a security presence that is less intrusive (and healthier)
than police vehicles.

•

Extending the use of a private security service beyond the summer season, to patrol the Park during closed hours
throughout the year, and particularly during other holiday seasons.
It is recommended that the necessity for and/or desirability of a resident caretaker, and facilities required to support
that position, be reviewed as part of the long-term facility use study.

6.3 Shoreline Erosion
Over the last 10-20 years, about 200 m of the Park’s shoreline has experienced considerable erosion
and recession. Over the years, the City has commissioned 3 studies of the erosion problem. The most
recent study was conducted in 2002 by a consulting engineer specializing in coastal processes. His
report9 suggested that there are two main factors that contribute to the erosion:
- the placement of fill to extend the grassed and paved area of the Park, resulting in oversteepening of the upper part of the beach with material that is easily erodable; and
- migration of offshore gravel bars that interrupt the natural drift of sediments and robs this
section of the shoreline of a regular supply of sediment to maintain a stable profile.
The report also indicated that to address the causes of the erosion (e.g., why the gravel bars are
moving) needed further investigation. However, it went on to recommend “gravel beach placement”
High tides coupled with SE storm resulted in
on a test section of the beach as a means of beginning to deal with shoreline erosion.
undercut banks, 4 Feb 2006.
At this point, the City is taking a "wait and see" approach to determine whether the artificially-created
shoreline will ‘self-stabilize’ before considering any further protective measures. Meanwhile, moving
the access road away from the waterfront helps to reduce the risk and potentially expensive repairs. The waterfront
walkway “at grade” along this section allows the walkway to be fairly readily relocated in response to future shoreline
erosion episodes.
How to prevent further erosion is beyond the scope of this project. It would appear, however, that causes and
potential solutions are linked to coastal processes and shoreline changes that occur outside the Community Park.
Understanding these ‘bigger picture’ processes better could lead to a more effective erosion control program in the
Park.
9

M. Tarbotton, P.Eng., Triton Consultants Ltd. “City of Parksville – Community Park Erosion”. September 16, 2002
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Perhaps more critical at this point is to inform the public of the results of the past studies and realistic, environmentally
sound options for addressing shoreline erosion in the Park. Comments at the open houses indicate that there is a
significant public perception that a seawall ("like Qualicum Beach") or other shoreline hardening measure would solve
the problem. However, it is becoming common knowledge that shoreline hardening typically moves the problem
down-shore, and that structures like seawalls tend to scour out the beach at the site. Groynes were also suggested,
and current information about their efficacy and potential use in Parksville Bay should be explained.
To improve public understanding and reduce antagonism to the City’s approach, it is recommended that the City
establish a public information strategy about the causes and possible environmentally-sound solutions to erosion
management that includes the pros and cons of soft versus hard shoreline protection measures.

6.4 Environmental Matters
Goose Management
As mentioned in chapter 1, Canada geese and gulls like to feed and roost on the lawns in the Park, but their
droppings conflict with people use of the same open spaces. For the last few years, the Parks division has contracted
a local business to manage the bird excrement using a mechanical device towed behind a small tractor. Grass areas
are covered weekly during the summer season, and usually before major events. This method picks up to 95% of the
droppings, and public response has been very positive (P. Crawshaw, personal communication). This approach will
be continued for the foreseeable future.

Parksville-Qualicum Beach Wildlife Management Area

Example of signage developed by BC Nature
Trust and MOE for public viewing along the
waterfront walkway (courtesy Interpretive Design)
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The City is working in collaboration with the BC Nature Trust, the owner of the Englishman River Estuary
lands, and the Ministry of Environment (MOE), which is responsible for the Wildlife Management Area, in
providing public information and signage in the Park regarding the significance of the foreshore as
migratory bird and fish habitat.
The Parks division also assists the Mid-Island Wildlife Watch Society in holding the annual spring Brant
Festival in Parksville. This event is key in raising awareness and celebrating this natural phenomenon.
Within the Park, the City may consider further supporting the goals of the Wildlife Management Area by
regulating dogs on the beach during the spring migratory period (see section 6.7 below).

Green Infrastructure – permeable surfaces
“Green” infrastructure refers to the use of methods for providing basic services that have a lighter
ecological impact than traditional methods. In the Community Park, one such measure is to use
permeable surfaces in place of hard paved or concrete surfaces wherever possible. Permeable surfaces –
which includes porous pavement and concrete, grid or modular pavers, and grid-type structures called
City of Parksville
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“grass” and “gravel” pave – allows rainwater to percolate into a sub-base surface and then into the
ground, with many stormwater management benefits. Permeable surfaces often have the added
benefit of being ‘green’ and more visually appealing, particularly in a park setting.
The Park’s trails will be of a permeable surface, or where they are paved, will simply shed water to
the surrounding grassed and natural areas. Parking areas, however, which normally are paved and
drain water to underground storm systems that flush directly to the shore, are candidates for
permeable surfaces.
It is recommended that the City use permeable surfaces wherever feasible in designing and
constructing laneways and parking areas, particularly for overflow parking.

6.5 Commercial Activities

Example of grass-pave and gravel-pave
parking lot at University of BC

The City’s existing policies (see Table 6-1) do not encourage additional commercial activities in the Community Park.
The only exception is Policy 3.11 that allows the former hovercraft pad at Arbutus Point to be leased for “water sport
related activities or activities that complement the nature of the Community Park”.
Public input at the Open House also indicated that people generally did not support expansion of commercial
activities in the Park. However, comments suggested that improvements were needed to the existing concession.
Accordingly, the Concept Plan indicates the following:
•

The existing concession/washroom building is replaced with a larger building that would provide more space for
concession services.

•

The hovercraft pad is adapted to allow for a seasonal facility that could be used for rental or instructional
programs for windsurfing, kayaking and other non-motorized water-based activities.
To improve concession services in the Park, it is recommended that along with replacing the existing concession
building, that the City revise its policy respecting leases in the Park (Policy 3.18) to provide for yearly evaluation of the
concession lease. While the City and concession operator are allowed into a 5-year lease for concession services,
there needs to be a mechanism for reviewing the quality of that service and for requiring changes, if needed, during
the lease period. A short questionnaire that Park users could pick up and drop off in a waterproof container close to
the concession area could be one method for providing input to the concession service and identifying changes when
necessary.
With respect to commercial activities at the hovercraft pad, it is recommended that the City review its Policy 3.11 to
ensure that the uses and restrictions stated in that policy are still applicable. In particular, the nature of “selfpropelled devices” should be clarified.
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6.6 Special Events
In terms of the City’s Special Events policy, it is recommended that the City:
- Develop criteria to assess proposed special events in the Park. In the future, there may be regional events
proposed that exceed the ‘carrying capacity’ of the Park – from a parking or servicing perspective, or in terms
of their detrimental effects on the natural environment, resident users’ experience, or neighbouring properties.
It would assist staff to have objective criteria by which to accept or refuse special events for the Park. The
criteria could be similar to those listed in section 6.1 for considering future uses in the Park.
- Develop criteria for requiring off-site parking arrangements for special events. Size, timing (weekends vs.
weekdays) and duration of events are example criteria to consider.
Table 6-1: Existing City policies affecting the Community Park
Topic
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NO.

Date

Content

Horses

3.1

18-03-74, rev’d
15-04-96

Prohibits horse riding in the Community Park and public beach area; riding allowed only as part of municipally
sanctioned event.

Beer Garden
licences

3.2

5-10-87, last
revised 5-03-01

Allows service clubs (“bona fide organizations located in Parksville”) to acquire beer garden licensed for special
event in the Community Park and Springwood Park. Specifies application information requirements and
conditions of licences. Application form and Terms & Conditions of Use attached.

Banners

3.9

7-08-92

Regulates posting of banners/signs in the Community Park; sets out criteria for acceptable banners.

Buildings

3.10

24-10-79

Regulates construction of “non-municipal” buildings in the Park: “No additional buildings are to be constructed
in the Community Park.”

Commercial
Use
(hovercraft
pad)

3.11

6-06-94, last
revised 8-09-99

Allows leasing of former hovercraft base for “water sport related activities or activities that complement the
nature of the Community Park”. Restrictions include: recreational use only; food sales are not a permitted use;
“no self-propelled device designed to carry or transport people”; restricted season (Victoria day-Thanksgiving)
and time of day (8am-8pm); water use must be outside Parksville Bay; $2 million public liability insurance
coverage; no permanent structure; and temporary signage only.

Towing of
vehicles

3.17

2-08-94 &
21-12-98

Provides conditions for contracting a licensed tow company to patrol and remove improperly parked vehicles
from the Park, including cars parked on grass or sand areas contrary to posted signage, no parking areas, etc.

Food
concessions

3.18

3-10-94 last rev
20-12-04

Procedures for tendering the municipal concession building. No other concessions allowed except during
special events specified in the policy and any licensed beer garden event, and these must be “non profit”.

Special events

8.22

7-03-05

Addresses applications for special events on city streets, parks and other municipal faculties and property.
Events on designated facilities or in the Community Park picnic shelter up to 100 participants are booked with
RDN, and do not need a special events application. Preference criteria for conflicting dates are given.

City of Parksville
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6.7 Dogs in the Community Park
There is no clear policy regarding dogs and other pets in the Park. Therefore, it is recommended that the City
develop a policy regarding dogs in the Community Park.
Options to consider are:
•

Whether dogs should be on leash at all times and parts of the Park, or whether there are areas or times that could
be designated ‘off leash’.

•

Prohibiting dogs from being on the beach in the Park during key times of year, such as during the Brant/waterfowl
migration period (March-April), or during the summer season (e.g., the City of Nanaimo bans dogs from
Departure Beach during the summer months to avoid conflicts between dogs, and their feces, and people use).

City of Parksville
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Appendix A-1:
November 2, 2005 Open House
Input Results

City of Parksville

Parksville Community Park Plan
NOV 2/05 OPEN HOUSE QUESTIONS – RESULTS SUMMARY
105 people signed in of which 34 indicated an organization affiliation*
*APC(3); Arrowsmith Naturalists; Bard to Broadway Theatre; Career Centre, COC(3); Chamber of Commerce(4); Christian Fellowship
Centre; City Council(3); District 69 Sports Council; Freemasons; Coastal Community Credit Union; ODCA; Parks Dept (2); PGOSA;
Oceanside Coalition(2); Parksville Beach Festival; Parksville Curling Club; Parksville Kinsmen Club; Parksville Ultimate League;
Qualicum Beach Recreation & Parks Commission (2); RDN Recreation & Parks Dept (2); Tennis Club; 49er Manor

80 input forms received
* = repeated answer

Please tell us where you live:

What is your MAIN use of the Community Park?

71% City of Parksville
24% Outside City, in Regional District of Nanaimo
4% Other
1% No Answer

24% ‘Active’ (sports fields, tennis, arena, etc.)
66% ‘Passive’ (walking, picnics, events, etc.)
10% No Answer

1. Access To and In the Park
There are a number of ways in which access to and within the Park might be improved, some of which are
shown on the “Exploring Possibilities” posters. Please indicate your support for the following ideas by circling
the applicable number. 1 – Do not support 3 – Neutral 5 – Strongly support
60%

50%

40%

1’s

2’s

3’s

4’s

5’s

N/A

30%

20%

10%

A. Move the Park access road
away from the waterfront, re-align
along the east boundary

A

0%
1

2

3

4

5

60%

26%

3%

16%

11%

36%

50%

8%

40%

30%

20%

10%

B. Develop pedestrian road
crossings across Highway 19A to
the Park

B

0%
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

60%

11%

3%

9%

20%

55%

50%

2%

40%

30%

20%

10%

C. Accommodate increasing
parking needs by increasing
parking areas in the Park

C

0%

60%

24%

16%

19%

24%

15%

50%

2%

40%

30%

20%

10%

D. Accommodate increasing
parking needs by improved off-site
parking strategies

D

0%

60%

8%

13%

24%

25%

23%

50%

7%

40%

30%

20%

10%

E. Provide more drop-off/pick-up
areas

5%

13%

28%

19%

25%

10%

E

0%

60%

50%

40%

30%

F. Provide a bus stop in the Park

20%

13%

9%

11%

30%

30%

7%

10%

F

0%
1

1

2

4

3

5

4

5

(“N/A” not included)

Comments and other ideas
•

Should provide for future link to Englishman River Estuary. Define “Park” so everyone shares the same vision. Encourage people
walking and not using vehicles, cycling & speeding. Keep parking a low priority. Park is for the community.

•

Have buses in the park – even if it was only done when large events were going on. Lots of seniors miss out because they end
up parking too far away to walk to park and enjoy the event.

•

Lights and/or a roof over the skate park would be excellent, maximize year round enjoyment. No more parking, but being able to
“cruise” the beach is classic and draws many.

•

Use gravel-parking area behind old ice rink to support overflow parking & provide a lit, all weather multi-sport field. Maintain or
enhance existing soccer fields. This brings over 300 children and their parents to downtown Parksville every Saturday from Sept March.
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•

Increase park area into the Shelly Road Lands and a crossing over the Englishman River to link up with the resort area. No
vehicle access, bikes, scooter, electric mopeds & golf carts as use.

•

Important to limit cars in the Park. Recognizing cars are not “best use” and may contribute to the erosion issues at the beach
edge. Further let the transportation question include the private sector – whether contracts for rickshaws – shuttles – trains –
trams – double-decker buses.

•

Increase use of park through increase in sport field availability. Increases presence, provides youth activity, decreases vandalism.

•

Encourage alternative modes of transportation with bike racks, etc.

•

Take sand out of volleyball area and put parking back.

•

** Take road and parking off the beach road and make it a walkway/bikeway/rollerblading, but keep it wide enough for
maintenance.

•

I really like the future plan on increasing the walkway around Surfside. Take it one step farther to French Creek – that would
accommodate a rental business for canoe/kayak/windsurfers, etc. Bus can stop at edge of park but should not enter park.

•

Sustainability. The park should have the protection it deserves. Less cars, more cyclists & walkers. I would like it to be
maintained as natural as possible.

•

Need another washroom/changing area near soccer/sports field – also a concession.

•

The park access road is the only way some can view the beach etc. due to physical problems.

• 2. Commercial Activities in the Park
Currently, the concession stand is the only commercial activity in the park. Should other commercial activities
be considered – whether run by a private enterprise or non-profit organization? Examples might be a gift shop,
tea house/restaurant, kayak/canoe/windsurfer rental, etc.

DO YOU THINK THAT COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES IN THE PARK SHOULD:
6%
BE REDUCED? (i.e., remove the concession stand)
•

No more facilities, it undermines the businesses in town. Not necessary to have more facilities. We should
re-use existing facilities for better uses. Example: turn the concession into an expanded
washroom/changeroom facility.

•

No more buildings. People can provide their own food, leaving the park natural and litter free.

44%

STAY THE SAME? (i.e., just existing concession stand)

•

****** Because it’s a park not a business area.

•

** Does not add to value of the park.

•

** Several commercial properties remain empty in town, plus new Island Hall development includes retail
spaces.

•

** Keep the same – more commercial activities means more park will loose its natural beauty.

•

There is already a litter problem from the current concession stand, so don’t make it worse.

•

Keep the business in the downtown core i.e. Shops & food. A place for people to view the sunsets, close
to the ocean (as is in Qualicum). Interpretive lookout, not café. Move tennis courts out & lacrosse pits.

•

I do not understand how the city can promote the type of unhealthy/quick food and candy right beside
where all the children come to play and get tired out, and thirsty – great – feed them the sugar water.

•

Room Constraints.

50%

BE ALLOWED TO EXPAND?

•

****** Teahouse / restaurant is a good idea. In order to bring enjoyment for all ages of our general public &
tourists, we need to provide a number of options and services. In winter, the elderly too, would love to sit
at a window seat and look over the water, birds & activities on the beach, while sipping their tea – a good
and welcoming feeling for Parksville. Not a fast food outlet.

•

*** Tourists may take advantage of canoeing and similar activities.

•

** This would also provide revenue for park upkeep.

•

** The beach is great but the public needs some additional distractions / facilities.

•

Expansion by allowing mobile venders, no more permanent facilities.

2
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•

The tennis court is great for families. Change rooms would be great for children. A better concession and
better prices. A hall on the park would be great with an area for soccer teams, basketball teams to have
hot dogs & hot chocolate so they don’t have to sit in their cars.

•

Unsuitable place near the toilets for a concession. Have change rooms for swimmers. The current
concession is poor.

•

At large events the current stand is unable to service the needs of the crowds.

•

Because after looking at the sunset for 10 minutes, I would like to sit down to a nice concert, meal,
coffee/desert.

•

It would be wonderful to have a cultural centre.

•

Only as the community at large grows.

•

As park usage rises, people need more concessions and activities, gift shops, etc.

•

Could have on Sundays, local painters/crafts set up to draw in more people to open areas.

•

Expand the concession but no restaurant.

•

An interpretive centre would be a great part of a complex if it is located in a non-intrusive location.

•

Current concession & washrooms are not sufficient. Teahouse / restaurant, kayak / canoe rentals at
hovercraft location should be explored.

•

Non-profit organizations (Lions, Rotary, Chamber of Commerce), Arts, Pool.

•

City or RDN run activities only.

3. Future Uses of the Park
The City has been asked by a variety of user-groups to expand the range of uses and facilities in the
Community Park. However, there is limited space, “carrying capacity” and resources to accommodate more
uses than already exist. There is even some opinion that some of the current uses should be moved to other
parks or open spaces.

Are there NEW uses or activities that should be allowed in the Park?
•

**** Kayak/Canoe/Windsurf rentals

•

*** More washrooms

•

** Performance Stage

•

** Horse shoe pitch

•

**All weather field

•

Replace hall – it provides much needed community events

•

Bird watching Area

•

Natural Area

•

Dogs

•

Garbage/recycle bins

•

Bike/Rollerblade path

•

Roof over skateboard park

•

Additional Picnic shelter and more picnic tables

•

Permanent beach volleyball site

•

Gift shop

•

Tea house restaurant

•

Amphitheatre

•

Biosphere interpretive centre

•

More arts/music activities

•

Family entertainment

•

Expanded youth area e.g. Basketball court

•

Bocce field area

3
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•

A running track

•

Outdoor pool

•

Boating activities

Are there NEW uses or activities that should not be allowed in the Park?
•

******* No commercial business

•

*** No other buildings in the park

•

*** No additional parking

•

No marina

•

No power boats

•

Curling rink should be removed (replaced) at another location (near a future aquatic centre)

•

No beer-gardens

Could any EXISTING uses or activities be relocated to another park or open space in
Parksville?
•

*********** Lacrosse

•

******** Tennis

•

***** Skateboard park

•

***** Curling Rink

•

Washrooms

•

Food Facilities

•

Horseshoes

•

Volleyball

•

Car show

4. Park Expansion
There may be some potential in the future to physically expand the park to accommodate more uses and/or
larger events by purchasing all or portions of adjacent private properties. Such purchases could be funded in
various ways.

DO YOU THINK THE COMMUNITY PARK NEEDS TO PHYSICALLY EXPAND?
65%
19%
16%

YES
NO
No Answer

WHY?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

********* For the expanding population
******** For an expanded walking/trail area
** If there is a viable option
** Try to purchase Surfside
Parksville missed their first chance to purchase the property. They cannot afford to do so again.
It’s already crowded in the summer particularly
To preserve the nature and Parksville’s centrepiece
To provide more beach access
More space for concerts
It needs to expand as long as it is protected
Sure if possible. Funding definitely a concern. More green space is never enough with expanding
communities and population growth
Good for tourism
As large as possible
To include the estuary.
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•
•

A boat basin (as proposed) would increase park area and shoreline.
Because the “Park” is “Parksville” along with the unspoilt beaches. Keep our attraction and build upon it.

WHY NOT?
•

** Fully develop the existing park to it’s fullest potential

•

Too expensive

•

Park needs to be upgraded before expansion takes place

If you answered YES, please indicate your support for the following funding options to help pay for expanding
the Community Park:
1 – Do not support 3 – Neutral
5 – Strongly support
60%

50%

40%

1’s

2’s

3’s

4’s

5’s

N/A

30%

20%

10%

A. User Fees for use of
Park facilities

53%

B. Increased Taxes

16%
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60%

50%

40%

10%

16%

23%

15%

20%

30%

20%

10%

B

C. Commercial
sponsorship/advertising in
the Park

28%

D. Fundraising by Park
users

10%

0%

60%

5%

9%

19%
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50%

40%
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5. Any Other Thoughts and Comments?

D
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4

5

(“N/A” not included)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I love the kite flying area and the water park and play area for children is outstanding. I support
inter-generational use of the park, but seniors need quiet spaces too.
Make the beach area “dog free” and the park itself “leashed.” Replace the old “eye-sore” sign on Hwy 19 at Corfield. Good
goose-poop scooper needed.
I encourage expanded use of the Park and improved services, I would like to suggest maintaining a good balance of usage that is
developed over time with continued input from the citizens.
Thanks for caring about what the community thinks. Please preserve this special place.
This facility is a wonderful place for the community youth to gather with their parents. Continued use by organized youth sports
should be strongly supported - it brings huge numbers of area residents to the downtown Parksville area.
It is great to see you asking for input. Would love to see more space for large community events like the Sandcastle to occur.
No increase for any type of more funding. Locals pay taxes to support our parks already.
Park use will increase. We need to transport people in a more effective way – that would benefit “nature” and support private
business in the downtown.
Continued lobbying of Provincial Gov’t to remove parking fees at Rathtrevor will take some of the pressure off the Community
Park.
The City of Parksville should live up to original trust of 1963.
In option #3, Center Courtyard could have a large gazebo (i.e. those who wish to be in shade). Ballenas Secondary School had
their industrial arts students build a beautiful gazebo for their centre courtyard. Eventually, they had to sell it as it did not fill their
students needs. This could be a community involvement for the students.
I am the president of the Ocean Idlers Car Club. We have held our annual car show in the park for 16 consecutive years. A family
oriented event, which is well run, and brings an excellent economic benefit to Parksville businesses.
Look forward to options being open to change. Not sure re: amphitheatre position. I do not support further youth areas.
The reason the park is so popular is the play park, overall enjoyment of walking dogs, picnicking, swimming. It’s great for old and
young. I would suggest improving the backstands.
Allow revenue-generating businesses. Keep working on the waterfront trails & expansion. Please don’t think of moving beach
volleyball or soccer fields. The fields are a great asset there.
Every effort should be made to maintain the “dog” friendly aspect of Parksville beach (other than at Brant season). This is a
relatively unique feature these days.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The beach is a jewel and should be made accessible to as many people as possible, taking care always to maintain it’s natural
beauty. A walkway will accomplish this.
The beach and community park is the highlight of the city.
Sustainability/protection/respect. This world is our home. I would hope that it would be treated as a treasured art of ourselves. No
pollution of any kind.
Move sandcastle from existing space across roadway to large sand presently used by geese. Really like possibility #3 and maybe
covered seating near beach for inclement weather use.
Possibility #3 seems to be best for accommodating all users of the park. Covered picnic areas and covered seating facing
waterfront would be an added enjoyment.
Please keep in mind limited resources in Parksville area for more active recreational opportunities.
No to too much development. It’s our community park. No user fees.
The daily concerts held in summer evenings are very popular.
Better viewing areas for bird watching etc. Need by-law officer especially during the tourist season.
If possible, expansion of the park (both Park Sands and portion of Surfside) should be seriously considered. This would allow
additional uses/buildings to be considered. Connectivity to Nature’s Trust land would be facilitated as well.
Our park is wonderful. A seawalk will be a great addition. More washrooms and another café (not a hamburger joint) would
greatly enhance the ambiance. Daily beach cleaning is required during the summer.
Improve entrance/exit signs and ugly curling club sign.
At last a beginning to the process before major changes are made by the community.
Don’t relocate tennis courts. They should not be moved along side the skateboard area. They are used by completely different
groups.
Tea houses & restaurants in town & other commercial enterprises can be accessed in town – drawing tourists to local businesses.
I like the concession stand for drinks & snacks.
According to park bylaws, any changes can be made at the will of the electorate. The city should provide more information on
suggestions by the public. A serious beach erosion project is vital to reclaim lost areas and prevent future erosion.
Tennis is not a youth activity. Concession is used most by visitors (not a priority for residents).
More notices, garbage cans & bag dispensers for dog owners. Currently appalling messes on beach all along in front
of fenced areas.
Washrooms are unfit for use.
Lights or a roof at skate park. Maximize the usage. Skate park used all the time (rain/sun).
Where is the annual August car show stated?
Wheelchair access – disabled access. Handicaps could be accommodated on walking trail.
Possibility of a “group” of picnic tables by shelter.
Hovercraft pads. Crying for appropriate attention uses as “way station” on walkway – a destination feature.
Need bathrooms, and changing area near soccer field.
Close the road from concessions to hovercraft pad except for maintenance vehicles. Open road to all pedestrian,
bikes, rollerblades, etc.
Arbutus Point could be better used as a sheltered area for resting with proper seating – it’s a natural arena.
More signage about “on leash” pets.
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Parksville Community Park Master Plan

INPUT POSTERS - RESULTS
Please tell us what you think about THE ROLE of the Community Park
ROLE

“YOUR TOP 5”

COMMENTS

(#dots)
Continue to allow current access to dogs.

Public Beach

51

Provide passive recreation (walking,
bird-watching, photography, etc.)

41

Support performances, stage events

37

Yes, may be necessary to expand electrical systems
to accommodate new technology for music & lights.
Amphitheater.

Provide active recreation (softball,
soccer, volleyball, tennis, etc.)

35

Year round usage.

Protect the natural environment

33

Host community events

31

Support tourism

28

A place for family/ group/ community
gatherings

25

Provide a playground

22

Be a community centrepiece and
showcase.

20

Provide attractive gardens

16

Support waterfront-related uses

10

Support local economic development

6

Host regional events
Provide a place for clubs

6
4

Annual Car Show – 16th year in 2005

Being a showcase will facilitate most of the topics
below.

No.
No.

Please tell us what you think about PRIORITY USES of the Community Park
USE

“YOUR TOP 5”

COMMENTS

(#dots)
Beach

52

Walking (Trails)

42

Beach Festival/
Sandcastle Competition

39

Water Park/Playground

37

Picnicking

29

Garden/Sitting Area

28

Major Outdoor Events

21

Annual Car Show (16 years).

Beach Volleyball

17

Move.

Softball

15

Soccer

15

“Commons”/Event Area

12

Skateboarding

12

Continued beach access and move trails for dog
walking.

Take out.
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USE

“YOUR TOP 5”

COMMENTS

(#dots)
Other Uses

10

Curling

9

Tennis

8

Lacrosse

6

Cycling

6

Memorials

5

Concession Stand

4

Waterfront Road

3

Horseshoe Pitch

2

Swimming, bocce, commercial restaurant on
waterfront, ultimate Frisbee.
No.
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Parksville Community Park – Possibility #1:
* = repeated answer.
What do you like?
** Road design(alignment)/access - .
** Restaurant.
* Botanical Gardens.
Retention of large group picnic – but do
include objective of a proper band shell.
As a road option 2 or 3.
In short term until estuary is purchased.
Like parking access away from the
waterfront walkway.
I like the road re-alignment (but prefer
possibility 3 road alignment option).
Good position for tennis courts.
Group picnic area.
Indoor sports facility (squash, wallyball,
volleyball) year round. Petition available
with 1000 signatures and supporters.
954-0312.
What don’t you like?
*** No Restaurant – leave as an
interpretive area.
** Need a washroom and changing area
for sports field.
* No botanical gardens.
Better for more tennis courts.
Why relocate lacrosse?
Too much road.
Arts building should be biosphere
interpretive centre and curling rink. A
tourism generator.
Keep lacrosse box.
Access road near beach.
Retaining car access to Arbutus Point.

CHANGES FROM EXISTING:
Access road routed partially away from waterfront
Improved vehicle entry – roundabout
Improved pedestrian circulation
Relocate lacrosse box to another park or open space
Additional group picnic areas
Enhance arboretum in centre ring – botanical garden
Commercial restaurant /cafe at point
Small increase in parking spaces
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Parksville Community Park – Possibility #2:
* =repeated answer
What do you like?
Picnic area closer to park play, but is it
large enough?
Interpretive centre in 2 & 3.
I prefer the path through the middle of
the garden.
Retention of free program area.
What don’t you like?
* Parking lot between kids playground
and group picnic area.
* Don’t need formal gardens.
Retaining car access to Arbutus.
Where are the tennis courts? Tourists
need tennis courts.
Continuing roadway at waterfront –
cutting off access ease.
Picnic area needed along beachfront.
Interpretive centre – nice concept but
probably low use. Bistro idea
(commercial) would add.
The road on the water too much road for
size.
Keep tennis courts.
Access road on waterfront.

CHANGES FROM EXISTING:
Access road retained on waterfront, realigned slightly for erosion
Improved pedestrian circulation
Relocate tennis courts to another park
Additional group picnic areas
Arboretum and formal garden in centre ring
Interpretive kiosk at Point
Formalized overflow parking area
Additional parking for picnic area and kids area
Same parking capacity as existing
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Parksville Community Park – Possibility #3:
* = repeated answer.
What do you like?
******Relocation of road.
** Like basketball courts and area for youth.
** Relocate lacrosse box.
** Slight increase in parking.
* Relocate tennis courts.
* Close road to vehicle traffic – use for bikes, rollerblades, etc.
Combine a restaurant & interpretive together like
Wickanninish.
Should there be drop off areas for physically challenged
people.
Restaurant.
Access & parking away from beach.
Like all of #3. Good plan.
I like the layout & the parking.
The entrance & parking is good.
What about some covered seats facing the beach?
Interpretive centre.
Takes back some of the land for people’s use.
Locating active sports together.
Formal garden space if it reflects natural environment.
Feature area with pavilion.
Youth centre.
Take away drive off beach.
Best solution.
Additional group picnic area.
Expanded Arboretum & garden.

What don’t you like?
* Group picnic is remote from where children are/want to be.
* Formal gardens don’t reflect the beach/resort themes
(vandalism).
* Not sure of youth/arts centre. Too many unknowns/issues.
Youth centre & arts – keep in downtown.
Road alignments.
Need revenue generating opp’s – kayak rentals, restaurant.
Has to be accessed by those with disabilities.
Would like to see opt #1 centre incorporated into #3.
Remove from park – tennis, lacrosse, youth & art centre.
Interpretive centre should incorporate moon watching area.
Why is the sandcastle area so small?
Service building not itemized.
Need parking for older people and wheelchairs.
Arts building.
Could put lacrosse with youth precinct instead – active area.
Looks like too much new parking space allotted.
Youth centre/arts building should be put in our under-used
city hall civic tech building.
Picnic area not appropriate on hillside.
Why move lacrosse box 1500 ft.
Road on east side looks like the same nightmare summer
driving conditions we already have.
East road should be looped around skateboard park between
volleyball back to traffic circle parking on perimeter.
No roof on skate park.

CHANGES FROM EXISTING:
Access road re-routed to east side – double loaded parking
Improved pedestrian routes – few road crossings
‘Youth precinct’ in skatepark area
Relocate lacrosse box to youth precinct – add picnic area
Relocate tennis courts to youth precinct
Enlarge garden and arboretum in centre ring
Non-profit centre at Point
Slight increase in parking spaces over existing capacity
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March 8, 2006 Open House
Input Results
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Parksville Community Park Draft Master Plan
OPEN HOUSE #2

MARCH 8, 2006

ATTENDENCE & COMMENTS SUMMARY
No. of people signed in: 100
76 (76%) live in Parksville
24 (24%) live outside Parksville
Organizations represented:
Organization
Arrowsmith Tennis Club
Base Ball
Beach Fest
BMX
CIB
Community Development Project
District 69 Sports Council
Lacrosse
Ladies Tennis
Lion’s Club
Minor Hockey
Mixed Master Orthodox Softball
Ocean Idlers Car Club
Oceanside coalition for Strong Communities
P.B.F.
P.V. Curling Club
PGOSA
Parks & Rec
Parksville & District Chamber of Commerce
Parksville Breakers
Senior Slo Pitch
Soccer
Special Olympics

#
2
4
6
1
1
1
1
8
5
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
7
1
3
1
1
6
1

Comment Sheets returned: 58
“What is your MAIN use of the Community Park?”
‘Active’ (sports fields, tennis, arena, etc.)
16 (28%)
‘Passive’ (walking, picnics, events, etc.)
22 (38%)
Both
14 (24%)
No response
6 (10%)
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Comment Sheets Summary
* = Repeated Answer
“Once you’ve had a chance to look at the maps and information about the draft Community Park
Master Plan, do you have any comments:”
Vision for the Community Park:
**** As is.
******** It must be for all:
- kids who play sports as well as walkers and flower lovers. It must be for the community as a
whole, including tourists.
Active & passive areas for all different users.
Think about the disabled and elderly who use the park as means of entertainment as well as the
young.
Young and elderly as well as infirm – meaning sports, picnics, kiddies park as well as an
adequate viewing area for parked cars by the sea.
Family, fun, safety. This is not an aging community. We have to realize that we have all ages in
our community.
Balance – honoring/preserving nature while using park for recreation.
Looks as though the park is going to slowly change for use for just pedestrians and bird watchers.
*** I like the plan.
* Promote physical fitness with an outdoor focus.
* Formal gardens.
Right direction; maximize space use.
If it ain’t broke don’t fix it.
Industry/tourists.
Removable concessions. No buildings other than change rooms.
Make it a park – not sports.
Family oriented.
West coast vegetation.
Dogs are “people” too.
I like the opportunity to have input in the vision. Very well presented & informative.
Sandcastle events.
Make it bigger.
Greenspace.
Contemplative, reprieve from city.
Being driven by too many people with too much time on their hands. Reach out to families more to get a
true sense of what is needed.
Expansion Possibilities:
** Too Costly.
** Surfside? I doubt it.
* If you can find the space and the money.
Don’t buy anything outright.
Acquire only as development opportunities arise.
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You have let all the good land go to developers – where are you going to expand?
Include walkways.
Vehicle Access & Circulation:
*********** Need some parking close to the ocean for handicapped users and elderly.
** Insufficient.
* Long walk from parking to beach carrying lawn chairs or coolers.
The beach will be used less in the winter or on rainy days with the new parking plan. Some people like to
sit in their cars and view the beach.
Do not do away with the present road on the beach.
Long Beach Nat. Park has parking “right at the beach”.
Parking at Willow Beach in Victoria is better.
Qualicum Beach has done a wonderful job of ocean view use.
****** Like the parking plan.
* I like pulling the vehicles away from the water for quieter activity at beach, people friendly. Makes sense
for safety purposes also.
Good idea to eliminate driving around perimeter.
** Need more parking.
Have parking for children’s playground.
No increase of vehicle access and parking.
Parking lots should be paved.
Parking on exit road near shelter.
*** Need some RV parking. RV’s are a reality. Tourists are big money.
Keep RV’s out.
Southwest access road should be made a permanent 2-way road, thus eliminating need for a new road
through existing properties.
No road connections with neighboring properties.
Two in & out vehicle accesses are required.
Don’t like the entrance plan.
How many speed bumps? Current ones too high & prohibit low show cars.
Well thought out.
* Not enough thought has been done on the whole plan (for seniors and handicapped).
Pedestrian Access & Circulation:
******* OK as planned.
*** Appreciate the walking loops.
Circulation – circle routes – good.
Beach walkway should be much further west.
Boardwalk – people & bikes do not go together.
Not enough thought has been done on the whole plan.
Still concerned with parking, but I do agree with the circulation.
Better beach access.
Blend park plan with road plan to encourage flow.
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“Active” Areas:
**************** Keep tennis courts.
************ Keep lacrosse box.
Lacrosse box is used by multi-organizations. New box needs to be in place before present box is
removed. Children use box for hockey, lacrosse, basketball. Kids meet and play at box for organized and
non-organized events. Box is booked for birthday parties. Always kids using box. New box needs to be in
location that is accessible to kids (Springwood, Oceanside).
****** OK – needed.
** Basketball court
* Playground.
** Skate Park.
*** Playing field.
* Keep Volley Ball.
* Active use areas are necessary considering the youth obesity epidemic. We need to have areas to
promote active living. (newspaper article about growing trend in youth obesity attached)
Less volleyball area.
Move Lacrosse Box.
Like the space for participants/viewers of field (in place of lacrosse box).
Move tennis courts to Wembly Mall, next to the new Arena.
Not targeted to all user groups. More hard surfaces even closer to beach & trails to bring ocean/beach in
with say basketball/tennis court.
Offering activities for our youth is a must in the park.
* Community has lots of golf courses already – putting green is not essential.
Youth & families are very active and are not just looking for a stroll in the park.
* Leave the curling rink.
* I see no allowances for future playing fields.
* More bleachers at playing field.
Lights on soccer fields.
Swimming pool.
Dog Park.
Not enough.
Bocce pitch important to our group.
Washrooms.
Concession.
Re-build Community hall.
“Passive” Areas:
**** OK – needed
**** Picnic spot needed.
Too much greenery planned.
Great idea but too much emphasis on green space & picnic areas. More balance required with active
areas. People already have entire beach area to picnic.
Go to Rathtrevor for passive. We need a park that people can use.
Already enough picnic areas.
*Benches.
* Benches & picnic tables near concession and playground.
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Gardens.
This is a beach park. Fancy flowerbeds are not needed.
*** Need better band shell and better location.
Band shell proposal not in a good location. Could it be placed next to existing arena and face west?
No buildings of any sort.
Include art shows in the event area – perhaps in combination with Beach Fest.
{Active} area will be too small for a car show.
Still needed for kite flying, Frisbee, family fun.
Like the concept of hydroplane site for boat/kayak rentals.
Criteria for considering future uses:
*** It must be for all ages.
Age of population.
** Parksville is not an aging population but a growing community.
Population growth forecast.
Research all user groups.
Money.
* Present ideas to the students in the higher grades to see what they would like. It is, after all, their future
park you are trying to plan.
People and passive areas.
No sports on beach.
Family.
* Exercise oriented.
Nature.
Would division of park discourage usage for large-scale events?
User friendly.
* Commercial free.
Limit development.
Encourage walking and playing.
Heaven help Parksville if the same people look at the future use of this only good thing about Parksville.
Policies & operational considerations:
****** Security patrols.
** Youth will not have transportation to get to new facility locations – they will still end up at the beach –
but with nothing to do.
* Summer time concession – more choices.
* Good to allow families to use park for more than one use at a time. Example: lacrosse, playground,
walking by beach.
* Dogs on leash.
Let dogs run on the beach.
Maintain attractive appearance.
Summer students to rake & clean the beach.
Year round caretaker would help eliminate vandalism.
Glad to see permeable surface for parking areas.
Pesticide Free.
Seek input from other communities who have gone through similar growth and learn from their gains or
losses.
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Native plants for low maintenance and less cost.
Anything else:
********** Priority should be to stop erosion and preserve what we have.
**** Cost.
*** Shaded areas needed for people.
* Change Rooms.
** Washrooms.
* Look after the park with great care.
No new buildings.
Leave road close to ocean beach.
Tea House.
Field House.
Refurbish horseshoe pits.
Tidy up the bank.
Remove yellow plastic irrigation pipes.
Will the boardwalk have lights?
Like quality underpass idea for long-term.
Costs for building are presented but not removal of existing features.
Keep our trust agreement for Nanoose Land District live.
The proposals appear reasonable & well thought out. Do it!
Turn the recreational centre into a cultural centre.
Area for craft fairs / tent set-up areas / events.
Don’t forget the people.
No beer gardens please.
Consolidate any commerce in one building.
What will be done to enable the public to walk on the Surfside waterfront?
Don’t even consider a marina!
Do not make it a huge passive parking lot.
The sign to the community park should be similar to sign at entrance to Beban Park in Nanaimo. It is at
eye level for car drivers. The current sign is too high. The words “entrance to Community Park” should be
large and clearly visible to visitors. It should also be placed in a flowerbed with the three palm trees
behind it. It will enhance the entrance to the community park.
Free use to all.
Property taxes are too high – this project will further impact the level of taxation.
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Appendix B:
Order-of-Magnitude Budget Estimate

City of Parksville

Parksville Community Park Master Plan
ORDER OF MAGNITUDE BUDGET ASSESSMENT
Notes: Figures represent 2005 dollars. Based on Conceptual Plan and Master Plan dated March 2006.
This cost estimate is based on historical cost data. Actual costs can vary widely depending on industry lab our and material availability.
Budget estimates are for planning purposes only and require consideration by appropriate experts (civil engineer, architect, etc.) at time of implementation.

Item

Description

Qty.

Units

Unit Cost

Budget

5000

sq.m.

$25.00

$125,000.00

Remove Existing Waterfront Access Road
Roadway asphalt removal

Removal

East Entry - Hwy 19A to Roundabout
Site Preparation

Fencing, signage, temporary facilities, tree /
vegetation protection

1

allow

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

Rough Grading

Soil stockpiling, rough site grading

1200

sq.m.

$2.50

$3,000.00

Roadway asphalt removal

Removal

800

sq.m.

$25.00

$20,000.00

Curb and Gutter

Along Road Edge

383

l.m.

$85.00

$32,555.00

Extruded Median Curb

Along Centre Median

565

l.m.

$65.00

$36,725.00

Asphalt Paving

Along Roadway

4500

sq.m.

$35.00

$157,500.00

Catch Basins

Roadway Stormwater Collection

4

each

$1,500.00

$6,000.00

Irrigation system

Complete system

1200

sq.m.

$7.50

$9,000.00

Finish Grading

Fine grading landscaped areas

1200

sq.m.

$2.50

$3,000.00

Sod w/ soil 100mm depth

Median Turf

1200

sq.m.

$8.50

$10,200.00

Deciduous Tree

In Median - 6cm Caliper

44

each

$500.00

$22,000.00

Subtotal

$306,980.00

20% contingency

$368,376.00

Entry Sign and Garden

New Park Sign, Redeveloped Pedestrian
Portal, Entry Garden

1

allow

$60,000.00

$60,000.00

Subtotal

$60,000.00

20% contingency

$72,000.00

East Entry - Roundabout and Arbutus Point Access Road
Roundabout

Paving, Pedestrian Crossings, Paint, Signage,
1
Curb and Gutter, Landscaping

allow

$250,000.00 $250,000.00

Site Preparation

Fencing, signage, temporary facilities, tree /
vegetation protection

1

allow

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

Rough Grading

Soil stockpiling, rough site grading

6000

sq.m.

$2.50

$15,000.00

Extruded Median Curb

Along Centre Median

500

l.m.

$65.00

$32,500.00

Curb and Gutter

Along Road Edge

260

l.m.

$85.00

$22,100.00

Paint and Markings

Parking stalls

1

allow

$6,000.00

$6,000.00

Asphalt Paving

Along Roadway

6000

sq.m.

$35.00

$210,000.00

Catch Basins

Roadway Stormwater Collection

7

each

$1,500.00

$10,500.00

Irrigation system

Complete system

600

sq.m.

$7.50

$4,500.00

Finish Grading

Fine grading landscaped areas

600

sq.m.

$2.50

$1,500.00

Sod w/ soil 100mm depth

Median Turf

600

sq.m.

$8.50

$5,100.00

Deciduous Tree

In Median - 6cm Caliper

22

each

$500.00

$11,000.00

Subtotal

$325,200.00

20% contingency

$390,240.00

Lanarc Consultants Ltd.
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Item

Description

Qty.

Units

Unit Cost

Budget

Circle Road
1

allow

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

Rough Grading

Fencing, signage, temporary facilities, tree /
vegetation protection
Soil stockpiling, rough site grading

1700

sq.m.

$2.50

$4,250.00

Curb and Gutter

Along Road Edge

1500

l.m.

$85.00

$127,500.00

Bus Bays / Drop Off

Concrete Pad, Paint Markings, Signage, Curb
2
and Gutter

allow

$6,500.00

$13,000.00

Asphalt Paving

Along Roadway, Parking Bays

3000

sq.m.

$35.00

$105,000.00

Paint and Markings

Parking stalls

1

allow

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

Catch Basins

Roadway Stormwater Collection

4

each

$1,500.00

$6,000.00

Irrigation system

Complete system

1700

sq.m.

$7.50

$12,750.00

Finish Grading

Fine grading landscaped areas

1700

sq.m.

$2.50

$4,250.00

Site Preparation

Sod w/ soil 100mm depth

Median Turf

1700

sq.m.

$8.50

$14,450.00

Deciduous Tree

In Median - 6cm Caliper

23

each

$500.00

$11,500.00

Subtotal

$308,700.00

20% contingency

$370,440.00

Southwest Access
Site Preparation

Fencing, signage, temporary facilities, tree /
vegetation protection

1

allow

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

Rough Grading

Soil stockpiling, rough site grading

1200

sq.m.

$2.50

$3,000.00

Roadway asphalt removal

Removal

1200

sq.m.

$25.00

$30,000.00

Curb and Gutter Removal

Along Road Edge

414

l.m.

$25.00

$10,350.00

Extruded Median Curb

Along Centre Median

565

l.m.

$65.00

$36,725.00

Asphalt Paving

Along Roadway

4500

sq.m.

$35.00

$157,500.00

Irrigation system

Complete system

300

sq.m.

$7.50

$2,250.00

Finish Grading

Fine grading landscaped areas

300

sq.m.

$2.50

$750.00

Sod w/ soil 100mm depth

Median Turf

300

sq.m.

$8.50

$2,550.00

3m Concrete Walkway

Includes Basecourse

600

sq.m.

$45.00

$27,000.00

Subtotal

$277,125.00

20% contingency

$332,550.00

Future West Access Road
Site Preparation

Fencing, signage, temporary facilities, tree /
vegetation protection

1

allow

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

Rough Grading

Soil stockpiling, rough site grading

2500

sq.m.

$2.50

$6,250.00

Curb and Gutter

Along Road Edge

550

l.m.

$85.00

$46,750.00

Asphalt Paving

Along Roadway, Parking Bays

2500

sq.m.

$35.00

$87,500.00

Catch Basins

Roadway Stormwater Collection

8

each

$1,500.00

$12,000.00

Irrigation system

Complete system

1700

sq.m.

$7.50

$12,750.00

Finish Grading

Fine grading landscaped areas

1700

sq.m.

$2.50

$4,250.00

Sod w/ soil 100mm depth

Median Turf

1700

sq.m.

$8.50

$14,450.00

Deciduous Tree

In Median - 6cm Caliper

23

each

$500.00

$11,500.00

Subtotal

$202,450.00

20% contingency

$242,940.00

Lanarc Consultants Ltd.
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Item

Description

Qty.

Units

Unit Cost

Budget

Future West Access Road - Parking Lot and Roundabout
Roundabout

Paving, Pedestrian Crossings, Paint, Signage,
1
Curb and Gutter, Landscaping

allow

$125,000.00 $125,000.00

Site Preparation

Fencing, signage, temporary facilities, tree /
vegetation protection

1

allow

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

Rough Grading

Soil stockpiling, rough site grading

3150

sq.m.

$2.50

$7,875.00

Curb and Gutter

Along Road Edge

550

l.m.

$85.00

$46,750.00

Asphalt Paving

Along Roadway, Parking Bays

2750

sq.m.

$35.00

$96,250.00

Catch Basins

Roadway Stormwater Collection

8

each

$1,500.00

$12,000.00

Finish Grading

Fine grading landscaped areas

417

sq.m.

$2.50

$1,042.50

Sod w/ soil 100mm depth

Median Turf

417

sq.m.

$8.50

$3,544.50

Subtotal Site Preparation

$297,462.00

20% contingency

$356,954.40

Sports Fields Parking
Site Preparation

Fencing, signage, temporary facilities, tree /
vegetation protection

1

allow

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

Rough Grading

Soil stockpiling, rough site grading

5000

sq.m.

$2.50

$12,500.00

Roadway asphalt removal

Removal

1800

sq.m.

$25.00

$45,000.00

Curb and Gutter Removal

Along Parking Edge

100

l.m.

$25.00

$2,500.00

Curb and Gutter

Along Parking Edge

600

l.m.

$85.00

$51,000.00

Asphalt Paving

Along Roadway

3400

sq.m.

$35.00

$119,000.00

Irrigation system

Complete system

1750

sq.m.

$7.50

$13,125.00

Finish Grading

Fine grading landscaped areas

1750

sq.m.

$2.50

$4,375.00

Sod w/ soil 100mm depth

Median Turf

1750

sq.m.

$8.50

$14,875.00

Deciduous Tree

In Median - 6cm Caliper

28

each

$500.00

$14,000.00

Subtotal

$283,375.00

20% contingency

$340,050.00

Skatepark and Turf Green Sports
Site Preparation

Fencing, signage, temporary facilities, tree /
vegetation protection

1

allow

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

Rough Grading

Soil stockpiling, rough site grading

4400

sq.m.

$2.50

$11,000.00

Irrigation system

Complete system

4400

sq.m.

$7.50

$33,000.00

Finish Grading

Fine grading landscaped areas

4400

sq.m.

$2.50

$11,000.00

Sod w/ soil 100mm depth

Median Turf

4400

sq.m.

$8.50

$37,400.00

Deciduous Tree

In Median - 6cm Caliper

6

each

$500.00

$3,000.00

Install Benches

Bench and concrete pad

3

each

$850.00

$2,550.00

Putting Green

Greens, Bunkers, Flags, Ball washer

1

allow

$50,000.00

$50,000.00

Subtotal

$152,950.00

20% contingency

$183,540.00

Lanarc Consultants Ltd.
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Item

Description

Qty.

Units

Unit Cost

Budget

Includes Basecourse

8000

sq.m.

$45.00

$360,000.00

Trails and Pathways
Concrete Walkways
Subtotal

$360,000.00

20% contingency

$432,000.00

Sand Volleyball Court Improvements
Install Subsurface Drainage

To Eliminate Localized Flooding

6000

sq.m.

$5.00

$30,000.00

Redefine Court Edge

Create Spectator Ring and Formalize Court
Layout

6000

sq.m.

$2.50

$15,000.00

Subtotal

$45,000.00

20% contingency

$54,000.00

Replace Existing Concession
New Concession Restroom and
Change Room Facilities Building

Renovation Building Costs

150

sq.m.

$1,500.00

$225,000.00

Subtotal

$225,000.00

20% contingency

$270,000.00

Arbutus Point - Restrooms
New 4 Seat Accessible
Composting Toilet

New Building Costs

40

sq.m.

$1,500.00

$60,000.00

Subtotal

$60,000.00

20% contingency

$72,000.00

Southeast Picnic Area
Site Preparation

Fencing, signage, temporary facilities, tree /
vegetation protection

Lacrosse Box Removal

Removal

1500

sq.m.

$20.00

$30,000.00

Rough Grading

Soil stockpiling, rough site grading

4128

sq.m.

$2.50

$10,320.00

Irrigation system

Complete system

4150

sq.m.

$7.50

$31,125.00

Finish Grading

Fine grading landscaped areas

4150

sq.m.

$2.50

$10,375.00

Sod w/ soil 100mm depth

Median Turf

4150

sq.m.

$8.50

$35,275.00

Deciduous Tree

In Median - 6cm Caliper

11

each

$500.00

$5,500.00

Install Picnic Tables

Picnic Table and concrete pad

9

each

$1,000.00

$9,000.00

1

allow

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

Subtotal

$136,595.00

20% contingency

$163,914.00

Main Picnic Area
Picnic Shelter

Size to Match Existing Structure

1

allow

$35,000.00

$35,000.00

4-seat accessible toilet building

New building costs

40

sq.m.

$1,500.00

$60,000.00

Install Picnic Tables

Picnic Table and concrete pad

8

each

$1,000.00

$8,000.00

Subtotal

$103,000.00

20% contingency

$123,600.00

Lanarc Consultants Ltd.
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Item

Description

Qty.

Units

Unit Cost

Budget

Site Preparation

Fencing, signage, temporary facilities, tree /
vegetation protection

1

allow

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

Tennis Courts Removal

Removal

1350

sq.m.

$20.00

$27,000.00

Outdoor Classroom Shelter

Size to Match Existing Structure

1

allow

$35,000.00

$35,000.00

Irrigation system

Complete system

2000

sq.m.

$7.50

$15,000.00

Classroom Garden

Native Plant Demonstration Garden

1

allow

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

Finish Grading

Fine grading landscaped areas

2000

sq.m.

$2.50

$5,000.00

Sod w/ soil 100mm depth

Median Turf

1350

sq.m.

$8.50

$11,475.00

Deciduous Tree

In Median - 6cm Caliper

5

each

$500.00

$2,500.00

Central Circle and Arboretum

Subtotal

$105,975.00

20% contingency

$127,170.00

Commons and Event Area
Site Preparation

Fencing, signage, temporary facilities, tree /
vegetation protection

1

allow

$7,000.00

$7,000.00

Rough Grading

Soil stockpiling, rough site grading

3500

sq.m.

$2.50

$8,750.00

Roadway asphalt removal

Removal

3500

sq.m.

$25.00

$87,500.00

Curb and Gutter Removal

Along Road Edge

1000

l.m.

$25.00

$25,000.00

Irrigation system

Complete system

3500

sq.m.

$7.50

$26,250.00

Finish Grading

Fine grading landscaped areas

3500

sq.m.

$2.50

$8,750.00

Sod w/ soil 100mm depth

Median Turf

3500

sq.m.

$8.50

$29,750.00

Subtotal

$193,000.00

20% contingency

$231,600.00

Lanarc Consultants Ltd.
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